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Suppose we decide to use eight N girders to carry the lorries.
Each girder having panels 5 ft. x 5 ft. Then each N girder takes
4600 lIbs.=Io,575 lbs.
Therefore each 5-ft. panel takes 1057.5 lbs. say 1 ton.
Suppose the dead weight of each girder with its superstructure
to be i4- tons; then the loading of one of our eight girders will be
as in Fig. 2.
If the lorries are run on the top boom the maximum stresses
caused by a train of lorries rolling over the bridge are as written
down in Fig. 2. These stresses are worked out by the method
of sections. An example of this was fully worked out in the July
issue of the R.E. Journal.
Suppose the diagonals of our N girders sloped upwards from left
to right as in Fig. 3 instead of from right to left as in Fig. 2;
then eight girders stressed as in Fig. 3 would carry the load.
Suppose we take one girder stressed as in Fig. 2 and one stressed
as in Fig. 3, and place one behind the other so that all the members
except the diagonals coincide and then firmly lash them together;
we then obtain a girder stressed as in Fig. 4 and of the form shown
in Fig. 4.
This girder (Fig. 4) is twice as strong as either of the N girders
and therefore four girders stressed as in Fig. 4 will carry one load
instead of eight N girders. The stresses in Fig. 4 are obtained by
adding together the stresses in the bars when they coincide. The
stresses in the verticals, except the end two, vanish but verticals
are put in capable of transferring half the panel point loads from
the top boom to the bottom boom. The stress in the end vertical
equals 7,000 lbs. plus the load on the panel point above it, i.e.
7,700 lbs.

Therefore the stress in the end vertical is 7,700 lbs. compression.
It is obviously not practical to make up a number of N girders
and lash them together, and it is also impractical to use eight N
girders in a bridge of this sort to carry a single line of traffic. The
superimposing of girders is merely a quick method of getting at the
stresses in structures built up of one or more simple types.
Fig. 4 therefore gives us the maximum stresses that can come
on a double Warren if four girders are used to carry a train of lorries
over a so-ft. gap. The members in the middle panels can be either
in compression or tension.
This reversal of stress is caused by the different forms of eccentric
loading that a line of heavy traffic can bring on the bridge as the
head comes on, or the tail of such a train of loads leaves the
bridge.
We therefore have to construct a girder capable of withstanding
the various stresses shown in Fig. 4.
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THE FIELD
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES IN
TRANSPORT.
TAKE HEAVY MOTOR

TO

By CAPT. G. C. GOWLLAND, R.E.
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carry
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required
be
are designed so that four girders would
gap.
heaviest form of motor traffic over a 5o-ft.
The type of lorry chosen is that having I7,700 lbs. on the hind
axle, 7,I00 lbs. on the fore axle, distance between axles 13 ft., distance between hind axle of one lorry and fore axle of the one behind
it being Io ft.
With the exception of the fastenings the girders are made entirely
of wood. To arrive at the stresses in the members of the girders it
is only necessary to calculate by the method of sections the stresses
in one simple N girder (shown in Fig. 2) and from this it is easy
to arrive at the stresses in the members of the more complex
girders.
Fig. I shows the loading under a train of lorries when the maximum
number of heaviest axle loads are on the bridge. Under this loading
one of the heavy axles is near the centre. It is obvious therefore
that the greatest bending moment will occur when the central heavy
axle load (marked A, Fig. i) is somewhere near the centre.
The actual Mif occurs when the load A is '2 ft. to the left of the
centre and is under the load A. For all practical purposes we can
consider the Mif to occur when the load A is at the centre of the
bridge and when the bridge is loaded as in Fig. i. The MIf under
this loading is 352,500 foot-lbs. Reduce this to equivalent dead
load by multiplying by :. Then the Mif due to the equivalent dead
load is 528,750 foot-lbs. Let W lbs. be an evenly distributed load
over the bridge that produces an Mir of 528,750 foot-lbs.
IN the following article two forms of girder are suggested.

Theii

528750.

W=84,6o00 bs.
Therefore an evenly distributed load of 84,600 lbs. placed on one
bridge will give a bending moment equal to that produced by a
train of lorries placed on the bridge in such a way as to produce
the greatest bending moment in the bridge.
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Suppose we decide to use eight N girders to carry the lorries.
Each girder having panels 5 ft. x 5 ft. Then each N girder takes
84600 lbs.= Io,575 lbs.
8
Therefore each 5-ft. panel takes o1057.5 lbs. say - ton.
Suppose the dead weight of each girder with its superstructure
to be i- tons; then the loading of one of our eight girders will be
as in Fig. 2.
If the lorries are run on the top boom the maximum stresses
caused by a train of lorries rolling over the bridge are as written
down in Fig. 2. These stresses are worked out by the method
of sections. An example of this was fully worked out in the July
issue of the R.E. Journal.
Suppose the diagonals of our N girders sloped upwards from left
to right as in Fig. 3 instead of from right to left as in Fig. 2;
then eight girders stressed as in Fig. 3 would carry the load.
Suppose we take one girder stressed as in Fig. 2 and one stressed
as in Fig. 3, and place one behind the other so that all the members
except the diagonals coincide and then firmly lash them together;
we then obtain a girder stressed as in Fig. 4 and of the form shown
in Fig. 4.
This girder (Fig. 4) is twice as strong as either of the N girders
and therefore four girders stressed as in Fig. 4 will carry one load
instead of eight N girders. The stresses in Fig. 4 are obtained by
adding together the stresses in the bars when they coincide. The
stresses in the verticals, except the end two, vanish but verticals
are put in capable of transferring half the panel point loads from
the top boom to the bottom boom. The stress in the end vertical
equals 7,000 lbs. plus the load on the panel point above it, i.e.
7,700 lbs.
Therefore the stress in the end vertical is 7,700 lbs. compression.
It is obviously not practical to make up a number of N girders
and lash them together, and it is also impractical to use eight N
girders in a bridge of this sort to carry a single line of traffic. The
superimposing of girders is merely a quick method of getting at the
stresses in structures built up of one or more simple types.
Fig. 4 therefore gives us the maximum stresses that can come
on a double Warren if four girders are used to carry a train of lorries
over a 5o-ft. gap. The members in the middle panels can be either
in.compression or tension.
This reversal of stress is caused by the different forms of eccentric
loading that a line of heavy traffic can bring on the bridge as the
head comes on, or the tail of such a train of loads leaves the
bridge.
We therefore have to construct a girder capable of withstanding.
the various stresses shown in Fig. 4.
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Booms.-The maximum stress is 34,300 Ibs. in compression or
tension.
Suppose 9-in.X3-in. timber (fir) is available and that we propose to joint our booms with 3-in. round iron drift bolts. One
9 -in.x3-in. bored for a "-in. drift bolt has an available section
of 8 in. X 3 in.=24'75 square inches. Using one 9-in. x 3-in. in our
booms we see that the timber will be stressed up to
343oo lbs. per sq. inch
2475
= 1,388 lbs. per sq. inch.
This is quite safe as far as the tension boom is concerned as fir
in tension may be safely stressed up to I,6oo lbs. per square inch.
This allows in ordinary cases a factor of safety of about 5.
A continuous cover plate of 9 in. X 3 in. must be used in forming
our joints. Thus the compression boom will be quite safe, as our
available section in compression will be now 54 square inches.
Joinlting of Boo1ms.---in. round iron drift bolts are used.
One bolt passing through a 3-in. fir plank will safely take a pull
of X 3 X200=2,700 lbs.
Therefore the number of drift bolts on each side of every joint
in the boom will be
2700

=I2 bolts approx.

Therefore the bolts will be arranged I2 on each side of every joint.
The bolts must be staggered. That is no two bolts must be in
the same vertical plane or the section of the booms will be reduced.
The component members of the booms must be arranged so that
there are no joints near the centre of the bridge where the boom
stresses are maximum.
Tics.-Maximum tension in a tie is 9,o000 bs.
Therefore using two ties one on each side of the boom we see that
each tie has to take 4,500 lbs.
One 4-in. x I-in. fir batten takes in tension when bored for a 5-in.
bolt 5,400o bs.
Therefore if .we use two 4-in.x I-in. battens one on each side of
the boom we shall be safe.
Fastening of the Tics.-One '-in. coach screw takes a pull of
I,6oo lbs.
Therefore if we use three s-in. coach screws at the end of each
tie we shall be safe. This is not strictly true in this case as a -- in.
coach screw passing through a I-in. batten will fail by bearing into
the batten before it pulls out of the boom, or it may slot out at the
end of the batten. To prevent the 5-in. coach screw bearing into the
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tie, the tie should be 2 in. thick at least, or else more i-in. screws
should be used.
In this experimental girder however each 8-in. screw was supposed
to take its full i,6oo-lb. tension even when passing through a I-in.
batten. Large washers were used under the heads of the coach
screws and the friction between the tie and the boom relied on
to some extent. This is not really a good plan and it would be
better to increase the thickness of the ties though this will increase
the weight of the girder.
The tie joint is shown in Fig. 7. The same sized ties will do for
the first three ties from each end. The fourth tie from each end is
subject to compression under certain conditions of loading. The
maximum compression is 361 lbs.
Therefore each tie takes I8o-lb. compression. Use therefore two
7-in. X I-in. ties fastened by one '-in. screw. This joint is shown in
Fig. 9. The centre ties are subjected to a compression of 1,4IO lbs.
and a tension of 2,600 lbs.
Therefore each tie takes 1,3oo-lb. tension or 705-lb. compression.
From Table of Struts, Manual of Military Engineering, Part IIIA.,
a 7-in. X 2-in. strut 6 ft. long takes 30 cwt. in compression.
Two 7-in. X 2-in. will therefore be safe 'for our ties in the centre.
The 7-in. x2-in. ties will be halved on the booms so that
the shoulder so cut will take the compression.
The part of the
7-in. X 2-in. overlapping the boom is fixed with g-in. coach screws to
take the 1,3oo-lb. tension.
The joint is arranged as in Fig. 13.
The compression members can be looked out in the curves for
struts, Manual of Military Engineering, Part IIIA., and are as
shown in the drawing of the completed girder. Each strut has an
inch tenon cut at each end. This inch tenon is slipped between the
two members of the boom. The shoulders at the haunch of the
tenon take up the compression and g-in. coach screws passing through
the boom and the tenon keep the strut in position and take any
tension that comes on the compression members.
The details of the compression joints are shown in Figs. 7 to 13.
The verticals take I,4oo-lb. compression and 7-in. X 2-in. timber are
used for them.
The completed girder is shown on Fig. 5. A single girder constructed as described was made up and tested.
The load put on the girder was as in Fig. A. This was supposed
to represent a traction engine having axle loads of II tons behind
and 5 tons in front. The heavy axle of one engine being on the
centre of the bridge and the fore axle of another just coming on.
As four girders are used the actual live loads produced by the
traction engine on a single girder would be I- and 2' tons fore and
hind axles respectively.
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Therefore the test load allowed ample margin for live load.
Under the loading shown in Fig. A the girder deflected I½ in.
and when the load was taken off the girder recovered itself completely
there being no permanent measurable deflection. The dead weight
of this girder is I ton, but with heavy decking, etc., the dead load
of 21 tons assumed for calculation is not far out.
A different form of girder made up of four Warren girders can be
evolved from the girder shown in Fig. 4. This girder (Fig. 4) is
made up of two Warren girders having verticals. Suppose we do
away with the verticals of the girder (Fig. 4) by resolving the
verticals along the two members that meet the verticals at the top
boom, and then split the girder (Fig. 4) into two girders shown in
Fig. I6 and Fig. 17. Then four girders as in Fig. 17 together with
four girders as in Fig. i6 will carry the same load as four girders as
in Fig. 4.
Suppose now we draw two girders as shown in Fig. I8 and Fig. I9.
We can get the stresses in these girders by a process of interpolation from the girders Figs. I6 and 17. The stresses in the sloping
bars decrease as they approach the centre.
We shall be quite accurate enough if we assume the bar EF,
Fig. I8, is the mean of the values of the bars AB, CD. The other
bars in Figs. I8 and 19 are calculated in this way and the values
thus obtained written down against the bars. The only two bars we
do not know about are the bars EE', Fig. IS, and the bar SS', Fig. 19.
But knowing that the stresses in the bars increase in arithmetical
progression we can write down the stress in these bars with fair
accuracy.
Suppose we fuze together the four girders Fig. I6, Fig. 17, Fig. I8,
Fig. 19, we obtain a girder twice as strong as the girder Fig. 4.
Halving the stresses in our composite girder we obtain a girder
stressed as Fig. 20 which is as strong as the girder Fig. 4.
As the span, the weights to be carried, the number of girders,
and their depth is the same in Fig. 20 as in Fig. 4 the maximum
stresses in the booms will be the same.
The end vertical in the double lattice girder Fig. 20 will be in
greater compression than the end vertical in Fig. 4; further the
end vertical in Fig. 20 is under bending stress.
To carry a train of lorries over the 50-ft. gap we therefore have
to construct a girder capable of takingthe stresses shown in Fig. 20.
The calculations for these members and their joints need not be
gone into as they are worked out in the same way as in the previous
case.
The completed girder with details of joints is shown in Fig. 21.
This girder was tested with a 61-ton central load. The deflection
was i - in. and there was no permanent deflection measurable when
the load was taken off. The weight of the girder is I ton.
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Large washers under the coach screws are useful in preventing
the fibres being cut. As the booms are not bolted together it is
advisable to bind them every few feet with hoop iron. This is
more necessary in the compression than the tension boom as under
compression the boom members tend to spring apart. The connecting bolts have no heads and the only thing that prevents the boom
opening is the friction on the drift bolts and the coach screws.
The method of putting in the drift bolts consisted in boring a
hole '-in. diameter less than the round iron and then driving up
the drift bolts. Any sort of round or square iron taken from
railings, etc., can be used.
Three photographs of girders are given:Photo I shows a Linville girder made with steel ties all of which
are designed to take tension, there being no compression diagonals
in this girder.
Photo 2 shows a girder made up of two Warren girders.
Photo 3 shows a girder made up of four Warren girders.
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BRIDGING EQUIPMIENT.

Q.

MARTEL, R.E.

Reproduced f-om lhe "R.E. yournal" of ilarcch, 1914, by requesl.

A FIELD COMPANY often has to bridge a small river or ditch from
15 to 20 ft. wide, and with the present bridging equipment, if the
river is even I5, ft. wide, a support has to be used in the centre, as
the baulks are only 15 ft. long. The following is a short account of a
collar that has been made for joining baulks side by side, so as to
avoid having to use a support for spans just over 15 ft., and from the
calculations shown below, it will be seen that by using five pairs of
baulks in this way, it is possible to bridge a Ig-ft. gap for field guns
or infantry in fours. This is also very useful when the last span in a
bridge is just over 15 ft.; for instance, if a river is 48 ft. wide, it could
be bridged by a Field Company by using two pontoons, and the last
span could then be crossed with baulks joined up for an I8-ft. span;
this would save using a trestle (which generally causes some little
delay), and the bridge built in this way would be just as strong as if
the trestle had been used.
Fig. 2 shows, in plan, two plain baulks connected up for a Ig-ft.
span. Figs. i and 3 show details of the joint. The parts required

iror. collar
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FIc. i.--Eleva,ion slhowingi joint of tvwo button baulks.
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are an iron collar 80 in. high, and 5 in. wide, and a block of wood
5 in. wide and 21 in. thick. To connect up, two button baulks are
first taken and placed as in Fig. 2. The most usual distance required
is 19 ft., as this will take guns, but one of the baulks can be slid in or
out to any required distance so long as it is an exact number of feet,
so as to bring the buttons of one baulk opposite the buttons on the
other. The iron collar is then slipped over one end of one baulk and
pushed beyond the claws of the second baulk ; the wood block is
placed between the claws, and the iron collar slipped back to a
position as shown in Fig. i. The other end is treated in the same

-i

-----X...- -,

-----

-

--------

---

.--

I

Scale, " = 5'.
FIG. 2.-Plan of t-wo plain bauilksJoinedfor a 19' span.

FIG. 3.-Sketch showin)g parts requiredforjoilningbautks.

way, and we have then a baulk 19 ft. long, and as strong, colmparatively, as a single l-ft. baulk. It is useful to remember that to get
19 ft., the first button on one baulk must be put opposite the fifth
button on the other baulk. The plain baulks can be connected in
the same way, but, in this case, the block can be put straight in its
place, and the iron collar slipped over from the end, as there are no
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buttons to foul the collar. The wood block cannot slip out because
it is held by the claws at the end of the baulk, but the iron collar
might slip, and a pin of 4-in. iron is therefore used, which passes
through the collar and block. This pin is attached to the block by a
piece of strong cord. In order to prevent the pin from falling out of
its place, a saw cut is made as in Fig. 3 on the corner of the block,
and when the pin has been puslied home the cord is forced into the
cut, thus holding the pin. This avoids having to use a small contrivance, such as a hinged end to the pin or some similar arrangement,
which would possibly jam or break. A 4-in. step has to be cut on
one side of the wood block to allow room for the iron claw on the
end of the baulk. After a little practice a set of baulks can be
connected up for a Ig-ft. span in a few minutes.
Calculations.-Take first of all the ordinary bridging baullk 5 ft.
long. Five of these will take infantry in fours crowded at a check,
i.e. each baulk takes a distributed equivalent dead load of ' cwt. per
foot-run.
Hence the Mfr
-8 35 ft.-cwt.
and the M.R.
2

=i'bd-

=l.r
x696

i'

x (-(;)

ft.-units=

6

Equating these
r=96 x 35 cwt. per square foot.
This comes to 24 cwt. per square inch, which can therefore be taken
as a safe working load.

A

B

-D

C
'*<-- - ---

y19-9-

- - -

-------

---- +

Now take a pair of baulks extended to I9 ft.
In the above figure AB represents one baulk and CD the other.
Taking the load, as before, of ~ cwt. per foot-run the B.M. at the
centre is
X l x (I9)2=56 ft.-cwt.

and the M.R. is
rx

x

(1

.)

-- ft.-units;

48

lience

r=

4

x 6 cwt. per square inclh=9 cwl. which is quite safe.
144
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Now take the point C.
The B.M. at this point is
x 4 x 2=37' ft.-c,t.

X89 x 4--

And the section of the beam at this point is 2! in. x 6 in.;
=,

hence M.R.

rbd2
II52

hence

r= 1152

X

7' cwt. per square inch

II x i44

=27 cwt. per square inch.

This is just slightly more than the working stress for the ordinary
i -ft. bay with single baulks, but it must be remembered that infantry

will very seldom be crowded up sufficiently close on a Ig-ft. bay to
give a distributed load of 5 cwt. per foot-run.
A bridge made with double baulks extended to 19'ft. was tested
with infantry crowded in fours, both marking time and standing still,
and stood the test satisfactorily. Field guns were also taken over the
bridge, but these bring a considerably smaller load on to a Ig-ft. span
than infantry in fours crowded.
The strain in the iron collar is quite small and a large factor of
safety is provided by using 2-in. x ~-in. iron.
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THE STRATEGICAL RELATIONS OF FRANCE AND
GERMANY DURING THE YEARS IMMEDIATELY
PRECEDING THE PRESENT WAR.*
Being an Abridgment of a Sludy of the Situation by General Maitrot.
INTRODUCTION.

TIHE third edition of a little volume containing a collection of seven
essays, accompanied by eight maps, entitled Nos Frontieres de l'Est
et du Nord, from the pen of a distinguished French officer, General
Maitrot, has recently been published by Berger-Levrault, of Paris.
This volume has the merit of being quite up to date, for not. only
have the essays been written since the beginning of I9II, but the
majority of them have been revised in the years subsequent to the
date named. In these essays are discussed two main propositions
which, prior to August, I914, were of vital military importance to
France and to Belgium in the event of a European war between the
Triple Alliance Powers on the one side and the Entente Powers
on the other, namely:I. Whether in such a war Belgian neutrality would be violated ?
If so, what would be the plan of the main German offensive
in the western theatre of operations ?
2. Whether in the same war Swiss neutrality would be violated ?
If so, would either a German or an Italian movement, directed
against the French right, take place through Switzerland ?
The first of these propositions involves the consideration of subsidiary problems relating to the organisation and war establishment
of the Belgian Army, as also of questions affecting the permanent
defensive works on the northern frontier of France. The author
deals with these subsidiary matters in the volume under review.
These essays, having been written primarily with the object of
providing the general public in France and in Belgium with information concerning military problems of importance to them, appeared
originally in newspapers published in one or other of these two
countries. The conflagration which is devouring Europe at the
present time has put the theories propounded by the author to the
severest of all tests; a perusal of his work discloses the fact that
he has forecasted coming events with a remarkable degree of accuracy. 'Tis this fact which should enhance rather than diminish the
* Three maps are reproduced to illustrate this Notice by the courtesy
of Messrs. Berger-Levrault, Rue-des-Beaux Arts j-7, Paris.
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interest of students of strategy, whether of a lay or of a professional
order, in the contents of this little volume, in spite of the fact that
the specific raison d'etrc of the essays passed away with the summer
of I9I4. There are probably many who may not, just now, have
time enough on their hands to study the original French text; it
is in the hope of affording those so situated an insight into the
contents of this volume that the following abridgment of General
Maitrot's work has been prepared.
I.

TROOPS STATIONED ON FRONTIERS.

The first essay of the series deals with the question of " troupes
de couverture "; it was written in June, 19II, and revised in July,
19I4. The author points out therein that in these days when so
large a use is made of railways, the working of which can be so
easily interfered with by the enemy's agents and by ill-intentioned
persons, whether aliens or subjects of the State, the period required
for the concentration of national armies after the outbreak of war
has become increasingly critical. Apart from the risk of interruption of home railways, yet another peril threatens a belligerent in
his own territory: A sudden unexpected attack by the enemy
whilst one's own troops are being disembarked in their concentration
zones. In countries having contiguous land frontiers with those of
a possible enemy " troupes de couverture " are employed to prevent
disaster overtaking armies during the mobilization period. Prior to
the outbreak of the present war the 2nd, 6th, 7th, 2oth and 2Ist
French Army Corps and the XV., XVI., XXI. and part of the XIV.
German Army Corps were deliberately stationed in the frontier belts
of the two countries to meet this very requirement.
The author thus postulates the conditions which should be fulfilled in connection with the organization and employment of
"troupes de couverture" :(a). They should possess the power to mobilize extremely rapidly;
there should be no waiting for reservists to make up war establishments, but each unit should occupy the position assigned to it, being
provided for this purpose with a peace establishment higher than
that adopted for troops in the interior.
In France this condition was met by making the peace establishment of a company assigned for " couverture " duties double that
of a normal company. The Law of I913, which authorized three
years' service with the colours, enabled the military authorities to
rectify the serious position which existed, prior to the passing of
this Law, during the period of discharge of one class of recruits and
the incorporation of the last-joined levies, i.c. between the 25th
September of one year and the Ist March next following ; this was
the period during which Germany could have launched a sudden
attack on France with the greatest prospects of success on her side.
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(b). They should obtain deep knowledge of the topography and
resources of the portion of the frontier belt assigned to them and
also acquire an aptitude for turning to their own advantage the
obstacles and defensive positions existing in this area.
(c). They should be trained so as to become active, vigorous, and
supple in manceuvre and should be commanded by generals possessing, in a high degree, sang-froid, decision, energy, coup d'eil, and
above all a stout heart and high character.
(d). They should consist of infantry with a proportion of artillery
in excess of normal standards ; the proportion of cavalry should be
much below normal standards.
(e). The infantry and artillery of such a force should be supplied
with ammunition on a liberal scale; 3,000 rounds per gun, and at
least 300 cartridges per rifle to be at all times held in readiness at
each station.
(/). The full war establishment of officers and non-commissioned
should be assigned to each company and maintained thereat at all
times.
II.

GERMAN OFFENSIVE VIA BELGIUM.

The second essay discusses the question of " The German Offensive vid Belgium "; it was written in September, I9I1, and revised
in July, I9I4.
The author, in an introductory section to this essay, stafes that
in recent years civilians in France, taking an interest in military
matters, were continually asking the question: " Will the Germans
attack us vid Belgium and thus turn the left flank of our defensive
line Verdun-Toul-Belfort ?"
General Maitrot points out that the defensive works planned,
after the loss of the Rhine frontier in I870, for the above defensive
line by General Sere de Riviere can, in a sense, never be completed,
since modifications thereto must continually be taken in hand to
keep pace with progress made in the science and art of artillery and
fortifications. He states that concrete has already been added in
many cases as a protection against the use of high-explosive shell
and asks what steps it will next be necessary to take to afford security
against aerial attack ?
For nearly 40 years Frenchmen have lived with the idea uppermost in their minds that some day their army would be required to
take up positions on de Riviere's fortified line, in order to meet
there a new attack by German armies attempting to advance through
Alsace and Lorraine into their country. During this period no
thought was given to the possibility of attacks being launched vid
Belgium, the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, or Switzerland. The
phrase, " The neutrality of these countries covers us," contained
one of the articles of faith which was firmly held by the French
people. It is well known that General de Riviere did not count on
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the efficacity of the Treaty intended to secure the neutrality of
Belgium. For this reason it was that he projected the creation of
powerful strongholds at Lille, Maubeuge and Rheims, on the Belgian
frontier, and at Bensancon, Dijon and Langres, on the Swiss frontier,
to form wings to and in order to support the flanks of the front
Verdun-Belfort. Unfortunately, other demands were more urgent
and the French Government was not able, in consequence, to provide
the funds required to complete de Rivi6re's scheme in its entirety.
The situation is summed up by the author in the following terms:" We have fast closed the front door of our house, but the side doors
have we left ajar: it is by these latter that our enemy will enter."
It was a woman who first called attention to the dangers of a
German offensive directed against France vid Belgium : Madame J.
Adams having made a trip in the Rhine Provinces publicly made
known her view that the possibility which existed of from 50,000
to 60,oo0
Germans being easily and rapidly concentrated against
Malmedy, was a peril requiring attention at the hands of the
responsible advisers of the French Government. Although the
suggestion was first met with ridicule, in time it came to be discussed seriously and finally attracted public attention. Novelists
were tempted to dress up the subject in attractive garments; one
of these described the activities of an aerial squadron, based on
Verdun, which was assumed to have received orders to proceed on
reconnaissance duties to the quadrilateral at the angles of which are
situated Aix-la-Chapelle-Coblentz-Treves-Cologne ; within this
region the author suggested the German General Staff had concentrated 300,000 men for the purpose of turning the French left. The
ear of the people was gained and the possibility of a German offensive
against France vid Belgium became a practical problem requiring
serious consideration. It is this problem which the author discusses
in this essay, but instead of founding his arguments on the hypotheses
of romance, he bases his analysis on military possibilities and irrefutable documentary evidence.
The possibilities of a German invasion of Belgium have long been
within the contemplation of responsible officers in that country and
since 88So much attention has been given by them to the study of
the problems connected therewith. Two schools of thought on the
subject have existed: the partisans of the German offensive by the
left bank of the Meuse, to this school belonged Generals Brialmont
and Dejardin; and those who were persuaded that the German
offensive would be directed along the right bank of the same river.
In ISS2, Brialmont formed the opinion that the increase of the
French garrisons on the front Verdun-Toul-Epinal-Belfort, the
strengthening of the defences on this front, and the improvement
of the French railway network in this region had so enormously
strengthened this defensive line that the Germans must have been
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compelled to make a serious study of the problem of how this line
ought to be turned by an offensive movement starting from a latitude north of Verdun and directed towards the banks of the lower
Meuse. He came to the conclusion that, in a future war, the bulk
of the German armies would attempt to hold the bulk of the French
armies on the front Verdun-Toul-Belfort and, at the same time,
a German army, consisting of three or four army corps accompanied
by one or two cavalry divisions, would endeavour to cross the Meuse
between Liege and Maestricht in order to penetrate into France
vid the Sambre Valley. He further suggests that the connection
between the bulk of the German forces, facing the line VerdunBelfort, and the flanking army, directed on to the Sambre Valley,
would be maintained by a single German army corps which would
push its way through the Belgian Ardennes and the Grand Duchy
of Luxemburg in order to reach the middle Meuse, debouching
thereon between Givet, Mlezieres and Sedan.
Under the conditions which prevailed at the time that the foregoing opinion was formed, it was calculated that the Germanarmy
for the flanking movement could be concentrated in the neighbourhood of Aix-la-Chapelle on the Ioth day of mobilization. The
distance from Aix-la-Chapelle to Maubeuge vid Liege, Namur and
Charleroi is I8o km. (about 112 miles), i.c. seven days' march;
therefore, it was expected that this German army would arrive on
the French frontier on the I7th day of mobilization, or about the
same day on which the bulk of the German armies ought to complete
their deployment before the front Verdun-Belfort. It must be
remembered that when Brialmont gave expression to the above
opinion the modem Belgian defensive system did not exist; the
entrenched camps of Liege and Namur were a later creation and
completed first in I898. However, even after the date last named,
Brialmont adhered to his opinions of I882. He held a German
offensive along the right bank of the Meuse to be inadmissible by
reason of the considerable topographical difficulties of this region,
as also of its very poor resources, characteristics which would have
involved a too wide separation of the various columns of the army.
Brialmont believed that in spite of the creation of the entrenched
camps at Liege and Namur, the Germans would still endeavour to
carry their offensive movement into France along the left bank of
the Meuse, but points below Liege, probably between Vis6 and
Maestricht, would be selected for the passage across the river, and
the German flanking army would then attempt to push forward vid
Tongres, Avennes and Gembloux, or even vici Saint-Trond and Tirlemont; meanwhile the defensive positions of Liege and Namur would
be invested by containing forces. This change in the line of advance
of the flanking army does not materially increase the distance to be
covered as compared with that considered under the earlier hypo-
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thesis; that is to say, that in the later case also there would be
every prospect of obtaining simultaneity in the execution of the
German movements on the northern and eastern frontiers of France.
The question of the German offensive via Belgium was again
taken up in 900o, this time by General Ducarne. He held the view
that the German offensive along the left bank of the Mleuse directed
on to the Sambre (predicted by Brialmont) was too eccentric, and,
therefore, there would not be sufficient connection between the
German forces operating in the two theatres. Ducarne gave reasons
for the opinion, which he had formed, that the only offensive movement open to the Germans was that along the right bank of the
Meuse, through the Belgian Ardennes. He examined the situation
with a view to determining the base from which the German offensive
would be launched; that of Aix-la-Chapelle appeared too eccentric
to him, but he considered three other cases :i.-Base at Eupen, thence by Comblain and Marche either vid
Beauraing on Givet or vid Gedinne on Fumay. He was of opinion
that this road passed too close to Liege; moreover, it is closed at
Givet by the citadel of Charlemont and it debouches at Fumay into
very difficult country. Thus it is out of the question and so also
are all roads to the north of it.
ii.-Base Malmedy-St. With: the roads starting from it are
good and numerous, the three principal being:(a). Maalm6dy-Marche-Gedinne-Fumay.
(b). Recht-La Roche-lonthermd, with a branch vid Gespunsart to Nouzon.
(c). St. With-Libramont-Sedan.
This group of routes possesses the advantage that these roads do
not penetrate into the valley of the Chiers and by their use the
fortress of Montmedy is turned. German forces advancing by them
would reach the Semoy in six to seven marches, i.e. on the I6th
or I 7 th day of mobilization. These roads, however, traverse a very
broken, poor and desert country.
iii.-Base St. With-Treves: the roads starting from it are
numerous and excellent, the principal being:(a). St. With-Libramont-Sedan.
(b). Priim-Neufchateau-Nouzon (and Stenay).
(c). Bitburg-Rodange-Stenay.
(d). Treves-Arlon-Stenay (Montmddy can be easily turned
fromVirton vidSomme-Thonne-Thonne-le-Thil, Stenay
being gained by Chauvency St. Hubert).
The country traversed by these roads is rich and populous, and
in parts there are railways running almost parallel to the roads ; the
use of these railways would prove exceedingly useful for supplying
the troops. A flanking army marching by these roads could easily
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maintain connection with a force operating on the front VerdunBelfort. Ducare came to the conclusion that a German offensive
movement would be launched from the base St. With-Treves;
probably three to four army corps and one cavalry division would
be detailed for this purpose, and this force would reach the
Chiers on the i6th or i 7 th day of mobilization; at the same time,
another German army consisting of two to three army corps and one
cavalry division would be ranged on the front MIalmedy-St. WithEupen for the purpose of observing and containing the Belgian
Army. That is to say, in his opinion, the Germans would push
five to seven army corps and two cavalry divisions into the Grand
Duchy of Luxemburg and into Belgium, and of the 200,000 men

.o employed, 80,ooo would be placed facing the Belgian Army.
In I905 another Belgian officer, General Dejardin, examined the
same problem; he came to the same conclusion as Brialmont. He
expressed the opinion that the attack along the right bank of the
Meuse was ruled out as not complying with strategical conceptions.
The problem has also been discussed in Holland; informed Dutch
opinion inclined to the view that the German offensive against
France would be directed vid Belgium.

In a second section to this essay the author examines what, at
the time of writing, might be termed " the present-day solution"
of the problem. He points out as a striking fact that publicists,
who have treated this problem, have maintained a strict silence on

the subject of the Belgian Field Army, although allusions have
frequently been made by them to the difficulties the German offensive will meet with owing to the modern fortifications in existence at
Liege, Namur and Antwerp. At the date on which this essay was
first written the organization of the Belgian Army provided for its
distribution as follows:I. Garrison troops: these were to consist of the units specially
set apart for holding defence works and also an infantry division
and two independent infantry brigades detailed for the active
defence of Antwerp, Liege and Namur.
II. Field troops: these were to consist of two army corps and
two independent cavalry divisions (i.e. about So,ooo men), provided
with the latest perfections in the matter of equipment and in possession of a field piece quite equal to the German field gun.
The new Recruiting Law of I909, to which Leopold II. had
attached the Royal Sign Manual on his death-bed, was not passed
with the object of increasing the Establishment of the Army, but
rather to raise the standard by enforcing personal service. The
Establishment of the Belgian Army was, at this time, as follows:On peace footing
On war footing

..
..

45,000 men.
ISo,ooo men.
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In 1905, General Dejardin had stated that the Belgian Army must
remain on the left bank of the Meuse, with its first line on the front
Liege-Namur. It seems then that the Belgian Government had
decided to abandon the Ardennes and the right bank of the Meuse
to the enemy, no doubt for the reason that it was not considered
desirable to separate the army too widely from the sea and Antwerp
-the points of contact of Belgium with Great Britain.
The author makes the comment that the concentration of the
Belgian Army in the zone indicated by Dejardin might be in contemplation, but " to admit that the Belgian Army would remain
passive in the presence of an invasion by the left bank of the Meuse,
to admit that it would not oppose, by arms, an invader who, in
defiance of international law, would be violating the peace and
quiet of the most valuable provinces of Belgium and who would
further be marching to offer insult to a people in its very capital,
that is a wrong which we refuse to do to this army and to the whole
Belgian nation." He predicted that if the Government did desire
thus to remain passive then " in such a case, the rifles will go off
on their own accord, the more so by reason of the fact that the
sympathy for France is, in Belgium, very real so far as the majority
of the nation is concerned." The author continues: " We do not
hide from ourselves that German influence is gaining ground day
by day in Belgium. In Antwerp alone there are 60,000 Germans;
they have gained a footing in our commerce, industry and finance.
The German population is a veritable advanced guard. The same
sort of thing occurred in I870, and it is well known that in the
Champagne District, when the Germans entered Rheims, their troops
were guided by former employes of large wine merchants; such
employes, all of Teuton origin, had rejoined their corps on the
outbreak of war. They were familiar with all the resources of the
town, the fortunes of the magnates with whom they had served
and those from whom they had received hospitality; they were thus
able to assist the German authorities to strike with a sure hand
and, by the great accuracy of their reports, deprived theirvictims
of every means of defence and protest."
In Belgium the system described had been perfected; many
Germans had intermarried into Belgian families and had taken out
letters of naturalization. The author asks the question whether the
foregoing reasons will prompt these Germans to " act any the less
as' indicateurs ' at the disposal of the German Great General Staff ? "
and continues-" They have the keys of our house in their hands.
Knowledge of the mentality developed by pangermanism amongst
its votaries throws doubt on the wisdom shown by Belgium in
admitting these ' pioneers ' of greater Germany to its citizenship."
It was also known that Brussels was the centre in which was located
the German Intelligence Department charged with supervision of
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the espionage system established to deal with Belgium, Holland,
France and England; this centre reported to Aix-la-Chapelle and
Cologne. General Maitrot recognized that this German infiltration
into Belgium seriously reduced French influence in that country.
The theatre of operations, in which it was expected by some
writers that the German flanking army would attempt to make a
diversion, lies between the Meuse and the Scheldt and forms a polygon,
having at its angles Antwerp, Charlemont, Liege, Namur and Maubeuge-depth, I25 km. (about 78 miles), greatest diagonal, I5o km.
(about 94 miles). It was assumed that this polygon would play a
role in Belgium analogous to that of the famous quadrilateral, VeronaLegnano-Mantua-Pescheira of Lombardy, and it was argued that a
defensive army based on the centres at the angles of the polygon would
be able to offer avigorous resistance to an army acting on the offensive
against it, even one superior to it in numbers. It was assumed that
Liege, Namur and Antwerp were capable of a long and vigorous
resistance against any forces and guns the Germans might at that
time have been able to bring against them. Having considered the
means of defence available in Belgium, the author puts the question:
Would the Germans risk an attempt to force an entry into the
polygon aforesaid by a flanking army (of the strength suggested
earlier in the essay), given that the centres at the angles of the
polygon were stronglyfortified and the Belgian Army was to be used
to put up a strenuous defence ? At the time this essay was written,
the author was of opinion that under the conditions then existing, the
eventuality of such an offensive mnovement on the part of the Germans
might be set aside.
The reason given by some writers for rejecting the probability
of an offensive movement along the right bank of the Meuse was
that the forces so employed would have to traverse a poor and
difficult country; a country admirable for franc-tireur warfare, but
deplorable for the manceuvres of a regular army. General Maitrot
states that a study of the topography of this country shows that the
foregoing description is only partially true. He divides the region on
the right bank of the Meuse into three distinct zones, as follows:(a). The valley of Meuse, together with the districts of Condroz,
Famenne and Herve: this is a rich country, easily traversable by
an army.
(b). The Ardennes properly so called, including the Hautes-Fagnes,
the plateau of Tailles and the Hohe-Venn: this is a poor country
with arid plateaux and thick forests, the soil is partly rock and
partly marsh land; its highest point is more than 2,000 ft. above
sea level; the roads across it are numerous but traversable only
with difficulty.
(c). The Gutland (literally: good country) ; in this region lie the
south-east portion of the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, Belgian
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Luxemburg and the valley of the Moselle: the roads are excellent,
the country rich and suitable everywhere for military purposes.
The author agrees with General Ducarne that any offensive movement which the Germans might have attempted with a flanking army
(i.e. about the year I912) would have been launched from the base
St. With-Treves with the object of effecting a development on the
front Sedan-Stenay and that, at the same time, an army of observation would have been retained on the base St. With-Malmedy.
He considered that the lay-out of the railway network in this region,
at that date, afforded something in the nature of direct evidence in
support of the case stated by him. A map, showing the railway
system of this region as it existed in I908-9, indicates that four
railways starting from centres on the Rhine gave access to the
valleys of the Meuse and the Chiers, namely:(I). Cologne-Aix-la-Chapelle--Malm6dy-Jemelle-Dinant.
(2). St. With-Ulflingen-Bertrix.
(3). Neuwied-Gerolstein-Ettelbriick-Montmedy.
(4). Coblenz-Treves-Luxemburg-Longwy.
These railways were, at the date given, incomplete; previous to
the autumn of I9II, the Germans had spent some 40 millions sterling
on the construction of railways leading from the Rhine to the Belgian
frontier and on the Guillaume-Luxemburg Railway, and, at the
date last mentioned, further important works were in execution. At
centres of no importance whatever a considerable mileage of sidings
and platform accommodation had already been provided; the
expenditure involved in these cases could not be justified on the
grounds of the commercial and industrial necessities of these localities. The author sums up the situation thus: " Truth to tell the
Germans have provided in the Rhine country, particularly in the
vicinity of Treves and Luxemburg, a base as strong as that in
Lorraine."
The Germans admitted, at the time, that the four railways
referred to-to which the author applies the term " voies
penetrantes "-had a carrying capacity equal to the demands likely
to be made upon them by seven army corps, operating in this
region. Assuming then that the Germans would retain the principal part of their army to face the French on the line VerdunBelfort and that a decisive flank attack would be attempted round
the French left, accepting also the German view as to the carrying
capacity of the " voies penetrantes," the author arrived at the
following conclusion with regard to the possibilities of a German
flank attack:"The German offensive will be launched from the base St. WithTreves, seven army corps and two cavalry divisions being employed
for the purpose ; two of these army corps with one cavalry division
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will take up positions about Malmedy and remain in observation of
the Belgian Army. The remaining five army corps with one cavalry
division (about 200,000 men) will advance across the Grand Duchy
These
of Luxemburg on to the front Sedan-Carignan-Stenay.
of
mobilization.
day
the
Ioth
about
by
be
concentrated
forces will
The distance of the base St. With-Treves from the Semoy being
from IIO to 120 km. (about 69 to 75 miles) the larger of the two
bodies will reach the French frontier about the I6th day of mobilization." The author quotes von Bernhardi in support of the view
here expressed by him, and sums up the leading features of the
German plan of campaign ready for use at that date in the following
terms:-" Containing, wearing down attacks in Lorraine on the
front Verdun-Toul; decision to be obtained vid Belgium."
The author concludes this essay by discussing, in a final section,
what at the time he considered would be the " solution of the future,"

but which solution had so far matured at the date of the outbreak
of the present war as to become really the " solution of the moment."
He explains, in an introductory paragraph, the sense in which he
uses the expression " solution of the future," pointing out that
within a definite given time the plans of concentration of the French
and German armies will have been modified by force of circumstances
so as to correspond more nearly with certain new conditions: the
date when circumstances permit these modifications to be effected
represents the " future " date which the author has in mind.
In I870, 518,ooo Germans were concentrated in the first line on

the left bank of the Rhine on the line Landau-Mayence-Coblenz
(Landau to Coblenz-75 miles), and were formed into three armies.
The objective of the I. and II. Armies was Metz; the I. Army had
the route via Treves and Sarrelouis assigned to it and the II. Army
the route vid Mlayence and Kaiserslautern. The III. Army was, in
the first instance, to be retained at Landau, in order to threaten
Alsace and Strassburg. These armies occupied positions from which
they could effectively support one another.
On the French side wvas disorder and chaos. It had been hoped
to concentrate 55o,ooo men on the frontier; with extreme difficulty
250,000 men only were collected on the line Belfort-Thionvilleon a front exceeding I25 miles-as follows :-Ist Corps at Strassburg;
2nd Corps at St. Avold; 3rd Corps at Metz; 4 th Corps at Thionville; 5th Corps at Bitsche; 6th Corps at Chalons; 7 th Corps at
Belfort; Guard Corps and Reserve Artillery at Nancy; Reserve
Cavalry at Luneville. The French Corps were spread over too wide
a front and were without connection with one another; not one of
them had any orders or any objective assigned to it; all waited
and their movements were dictated by the success of the enemy's
strategy. Everything was wanting in the army-money, supplies,
camp equipment, gun and transport teams; gross carelessness
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prevailed everywhere, contempt for every rule of war was exhibited.
Chastisement followed swiftly; defeats at Wissemburg, W6rth and
Spicheren were followed by disasters at Sedan and Metz comparable
only with those' associated in history with the names Poictiers,
Crecy, Agincourt, Jena. For 40 years and more Frenchmen have
laboured assiduously and continuously in order that the land dear
to them may never again be overtaken by misfortunes of the magnitude which engulfed their fatherland in I870. The first matter
which preoccupied their attentions was the strengthening of the
new eastern frontier assigned to them by their conquerors; the
consideration of this question was submitted to General Sdrd de
Riviere. The scheme drawn up by the latter was put into execution;
it provided along the new eastern frontier the two fortified ramparts
Verdun-Toul and Epinal-Belfort. The central gap of Charmes
and the Dun-Stenay gap between Verdun and the Belgian frontier,
designedly left without fortifications, had in view the canalization,
so to speak, of the course of the German offensive. The intention
was that the French Army should, in the event of a diplomatic
rupture becoming inevitable, concentrate in security under the
shelter of the aforesaid fortified ramparts in a position to oppose
any attempted invasion into France by either one, or both, of the
gaps referred to.
The only reproach which has been directed against the above
scheme is that Toul was chosen, and not Nancy, to form the southern
flank of the northern rampart. The surroundings of Nancy lend
themselves better than do those of Toul for the creation of a strong
place of arms; however, the fortifications of Toul already existed
in I87o, and therefore it was only necessary to effect certain improvements there, whilst on the other hand, the fortifying of Nancy
would have involved the creation of an entirely new and comprehensive scheme of defence. Under the circumstances it was felt
that it would be better to leave Nancy an open town and save it
from the horrors and destructive effects of a siege, should war unfortunately break out before the defence preparations were completed.
Further, in the case of urgent necessity Nancy could be provided
later with powerful field defences.
Of the two gaps left by de Riviere on the eastern frontier that of
Charmes was the more important. Should the Germans have
decided to mask Toul and Epinal, with two or three army corps
each, and to march through this gap into the Department of the
Haute-Marne, a preliminary success to their arms in the neighbourhood of Neufchateau would have made them masters of the Seine
Valley and given access to the shortest route to Paris, that vid
Bar-le-Duc, St. Dizier, and Troyes. This route passes through a
very rich country, easily traversable, and lends itself admirably to
the manceuvres and operations of a considerable army. In fact, it
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is the theatre of operations of the I814 campaign, and it was through
this same region that the Crown Prince of Prussia led his army in
IS70, after the Battle of Worth, in pursuit of MacMahon who was
believed to be in retreat on Paris.
The situation in regard to the Dun-Stenay gap is different.
Should the Germans have decided to mask Verdun and to cross the
Meuse they would have found themselves, on the left bank of this
river, in a very much more difficult country; for this is the Argonne
country in which, it has long been held, the French could offer a
most desperate resistance to any invader. It cannot certainly be
argued that the Argonne can play the same r6le to-day as that
which is related of it in the history of the 1792 Campaign. So much
has been done in recent times to improve the condition of the routes
in this region that its five famous defiles-the Thermopyle of France
-could now easily be turned and even commanded. The Argonne
forms a natural fortress and cover the region, on the left bank of the
Meuse, situated south of the Dun-Stenay gap. Should the Germans
have succeeded in occupying the Argonne they would have found
themselves in a poverty-stricken country, famous for its sterility
and waterless condition-the Champagne Pouilleuse which the army
of Brunswick found itself unable to traverse in I792.
It was felt that if the Germans did attempt to penetrate into
France by the Dun-Stenay gap it would only be for the purpose
of effecting cavalry raids against the French communications and
in order to prevent reservists from rejoining the colours and supplies
from reaching Verdun. It was fully expected that the main German
effort would be made vid the gap of Charmes-the sidings and
platforms constructed in Alsace and Lorraine indicated that the
mobilization and concentration of the German Army had probably
been worked out to this end-as it was recognized in Germany that
in recent years the four points d'appzi of de Riviere's ramparts had
become practically impregnable and that therefore it could hardly
be contemplated that siege operations against one or more of them
could be brought to a successful issue within the comparatively short
period of time that seemed essential to the German Great General
Staff to gain the end in view.
Originally the defences of Verdun occupied a perimeter of 32 km.
(about 20 miles), later an outer line of detached forts were provided
increasing the perimeter to 47 km. (about 29 miles), more recently
the construction of a third line of works had been under consideration. Toul and Belfort have grown similarly to Verdun; Epinal
has also grown but a little less so. Not only have the poiznts d'appui
been strengthened and reinforced, but the intermediate portions of
the ramparts and the gaps also have not escaped the attention of
the military engineer in these respects.
The Germans had, during a long period, hoped that they would
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be able rapidly to reduce and occupy one of the intermediate positions on the northern rampart. Expecting to accomplish this
purpose sufficiently early during the mobilization period, the Germans
calculated on being able to thrust the French "troupes de couverture '
on one side, to reach the Meuse quickly, turn both Toul and Verdun,
to seize the direct railway to Paris, vid Bar and Chalons, and thus
to find themselves in a position to cover successfully the right flank
of the grand attack, the great blow intended to be delivered via
the gap of Charmes. General Maitrot expresses the opinion that,
in view of the resistance which the old bastioned works of Paris
offered in 1870, it was likely the Aleuse forts would prove capable of
more strenuous resistance than was anticipated by the Germans who
might, in consequence, experience a grievous disappointment. He
considers that one irremediable error has been committed in connection with the eastern defences of France, that connected with the
reduction of the width of the two gaps referred to.
The distance of Toul from Epinal is. 65 km. (about 40 miles);
the whole space between these two places constituted the original
gap of Charmes. Near Toul, the plateau of Frouard now bristles
with batteries and works ; the fort of Pont St. Vincent, situated on
an eminence of this plateau, bars and commands the direct route
Nancy-Neufchateau.
This collection of works constituted an
important fortified group which would prompt the Germans to
direct their offensive movement in territory well south of these
defence works, but even in this case they would meet an obstacle
in their advance, namely the fort of Manonviller which commands
the direct railway from Sarrebourg to Charmes, vid Luneville. The
fort of Manonviller has been retained for political rather than for
military reasons, and the strengthening of this position has caused
the gap of Charmes almost to disappear-its width is now only
40 km. (about 25 miles).

The Germans commenced the I870 Campaign with half a million
men, and those who were well informed expected that, in their next
war with France, they would make a commencement with
I,ooo,ooo men. Prior to the outbreak of the present war the question
in respect of which an answer was being sought was: In view of
the serious modifications effected in the gaps provided under de
Riviere's scheme what is likely to be the German plan of campaign
in the Western Theatre ? Here is General Maitrot's reply to it:
The masses of the German armies pressed as against a Chinese wall,
having no outlet along their front, are about to escape and slip
away towards a flank, towards their right wing, towards the Rhine
provinces and Belgium. Based on the Rhine, supported by the
fortified centres at Mayence, of Coblenz and of Cologne, in easy
communication with Central Germany by means of an extensive railway network, possessing along its front vast spaces for deployment
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and manceuvre, having numerous suitable routes at its disposal, the
German armies would be able to effect their preliminary concentration under the most favourable conditions in the Rhine provinces; they would concentrate in their own home and not in
enemy country-as would be the case in the event of a concentration in Alsace-Lorraine. The difference between the new and the
old conditions was something not to be despised.
In effect, the change in the concentration plan foreshadowed
above, meant the shifting of the Centre of Gravity of the German
land forces facing the eastern frontier of France : instead of a Central
Force stationed in Lorraine, with a detached wing in the region
Aix-la-Chapelle-Treves-Cologne, such indications as existed
pointed to an intention on the part of the German Great General
Staff to effect an exchange in the concentration zones of the Central
Force and its right wing. Although the German Army in Lorraine
would then become too weak to be employed for the purpose of
forcing the French frontier, yet those who were well informed suspected that the German Great General Staff could never have
intended to employ the new left wing merely as an arimle d'obscrvation.
The execution of the main German effort in the west, it was argued,
would be assigned to the armies on the right of the line-the Central
Force-'which, advancing on to the Meuse from the Rhine provinces
and from the Palatinate, would march through Belgium and the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg. Thus would be justified the expression
" the decisive attack " employed by von Bernhardi to describe the
nature of the offensive against France to be undertaken vid Belgium
by the German hosts.
The prospective displacement of the axis of the main German
concentration zone west of the Rhine, which was to convert what
has been referred to as the "Solution of the Future " into the
" Solution of the 5Moment," immediately preceding the outbreak of
the present War, imposed upon the Germans the necessity of multiplying the number of defence works in Alsace-Lorraine, in order
firmly to bar every route by which French armies could obtain
access to German territory. This work had not been neglected by
them. At the beginning of the Igth century, there were but two
fortified centres in Alsace-Lorraine, Metz and Strassburg; from the
defence point of view even these could not be classified as " kolossal."
Could the French Army obtain a substantial victory in the Woevre,
Alsace-Lorraine would have been laid open to them. In this connection a plan of campaign had been discussed by military writers who
proposed that a French Central Force should be pushed directly on
the Rhine along the route vid Saareguemines-passing between Metz
and Strassburg-whilst an independent army, on its right wing,
should move from the vicinity of Belfort, descend on Alsace and
Baden and threaten the left flank and rear of the German forces.
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This scheme involved the masking of Metz by an arnne d'obscrvation.
The Germans took good care that the foregoing plan should not be
realizable. They met these proposals by constructing at Istein a
group of defence works destined to bar the railway from Basle to
Strassburg vid Friburg and, at the same time, to bring under artillery
fire a locality particularly favourable for the establishment of
bridges for the passage of the Rhine. Defence works were also
constructed by the Germans at Altkirch and at Folgenburg, on
routes leading from Delle and from Belfort to Huningue: these
works create serious obstacles to an advance of French troops
attempting to move northwards through the gap of Belfort; NeuBrisach has been converted into a tet de ponlt; Strassburg which
possessed ii modern works and 5 intermediate works has been
connected up with the fortified centre at Molsheim; Upper Alsace
has been completely closed against any French offensive movement.
In Lorraine, Metz has assumed formidable proportions; a new
line of 17 works, of the first class, has been provided, increasing
the perimeter from 25 km. to 65 km. (from about 15' 5 to 40'5
miles). Northwards Metz is now connected by means of the defences
of Bousse with the new works at Thionville, Guentrange and Illange.
It is not merely a defended town which now exists just beyond the
French frontier, it is rather a strongly fortified region.
A distance of 75 km. (about 47 miles) alone separates the Vosges
from the guns of Metz: this was the only gap left by means of
which French troops could enter Alsace and even this gap is cut in
two by the impenetrable zone formed by the ponds of Dieuze and
the Houilleres Canal.
In fact there are two passages in the
gap; on the north-west, the Morhange Passage, 35 km. (about 22
miles) wide, through which passes the main road from Nancy to
Saareguemines; and that on the south-east, the Saareburg Passage,
about i5 km. (about 9 miles) wide, through which passes the railway
from Luneville.
General MIaitrot held that it would have been madness to adopt
any course which might have resulted in French troops being engulfed in the defiles referred to, menaced the meanwhile, on the one
flank and on the other, by the immensely powerful fortresses of Metz
and Strassburg. The Germans had, moreover, been credited with
having formed an intention to construct a group of defence works
on the C6te de Delme, near Moncheux ; in the event of the execution
of these works, the Morhange Passage would be barred and the
Germans would then have effectually locked and bolted every door
leading to the Rhine, in the same way that the French had already
firmly shut those leading to the Meuse. It was estimated that five
to six years, at the most, would be required by the Germans to
accomplish the foregoing programme; on the expiration of this
period the displacement of the axis of the principal concentration
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zone already referred to would automatically become an accomplished fact. This alteration in the German concentration zone
would have to be met by a change in the French plans. It would
become necessary for the French Central Force to concentrate on
the front Verdun-Lille whilst, at the same time, an armnze d'observation
would have to be concentrated in Lorraine and on the Vosges.
The progress of events on the Rhine frontier were tending to
convert Belgium once more into a cockpit: there would be solved
the Alsace-Lorraine question, there would be decided the fate of
France and the destinies of Europe.
General Maitrot was of opinion that his country had nothing
whatever to lose by reason of the changes and modifications in
progress at the date on which he wrote this essay; the lay-out of
the railway network was quite suitable for a French concentration
in the northern, as well as in the north-eastern regions of France.
III. BELGIAN ARMY.

The third essay of the series deals with " The Belgian Army ";
it was written in January, I912, and revised in July, 1913. In an
introductory section, the author explains that in consequence of the
appearance of his essay on " The German Offensive vid Belgium,"
in the Correspondant of Ioth September, I9II, he was invited by
the editor of a Brussels newspaper to prepare an article on the
Belgian Army; hence the present essay.
After quoting the provisions of the Treaty of j5th November,
1833, so far as they relate to the neutrality of Belgium, the author
remarks that although these provisions contain a solemn obligation
stated in precise terms, they will avail Belgium nothing unless she
takes measures to have her rights respected by force of arms.
In this introductory section attention is further drawn to the
views expressed by military men regarding the probable intentions of
the German Great General Staff in the event of another war with
France. An examination of the evidence available on this subject
leads the author to sum up the situation in the following terms :" We will conclude then by stating that a German offensive movement via Belgium is only too certain; there is nothing in it contrary to the rules of war formulated by the immortal Clausewitz.
We must oppose this offensive movement with one of our armies,
but this danger is best met by having at hand a Belgian Army,
reorganized and reinforced, capable of taking the offensive and so
situated as to be in a position to cross the Meuse, thus to threaten
the right flank and rear of the German advance towards the west."
In a second section the author deals in detail with the peace
establishment at which, in his opinion, the army should be maintained by the Belgian Government; this question is considered
under the two heads: " Fortress Troops " and " Field Army." He
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explains that he has no precise knowledge concerning the Belgian
defence works, the length of the crest line to be held, etc.; but
assuming the conditions in Belgium resemble those in France, he puts
forward the following estimate of the requirements under this
head:Garrison for Works.
Locality.

Perimeter.

Particulars.

Infantry.

Liege

50 km. (about 7 large and 5 medium
31 miles)
works
....
Namur
45 km. (about 5 large and 4 medium
28 miles)
works ...
Antwerp Not stated
22 works of various
kinds
..
.
Total

..

..

Artillery.

935

95

470

700

3250

I530

6655

3180

Say I6 infantry battalions (of 500 men each) and 31 garrison
batteries.
The author recommends that, in addition, one division apiece
should be assigned for the mobile defence of each of the localities
named above. The number of men to be provided under the designation " Fortress Troops " would therefore be as follows :Infantry
.. 52 battalions
..
..
24,600 men
Artillery
(31 garrison batteries]
t 27 field batteries
5,80 men
Total
..
..
30,480
At the date when the essay was written the Belgian Field Army
consisted of two army corps and two cavalry divisions; the author
recommends the addition thereto of, at least, a third army corps,
one division of guards (to consist of twelve battalions, nine field
batteries, one brigade cavalry, one horse artillery brigade of two
batteries) and three brigades of heavy artillery (consisting each of
three 2-gun batteries). The augmentation suggested would bring the
peace establishment of the Field Army up to the following figures :
Infantry

..

Cavalry

..

Artillery

..

84 battalions

..

So squadrons
....
(99 field batteries
6 horse batteries
t heavy batteries
Total

..

42,000 men

Io,4oo
..

men

I
II,58o
men

..
..
63,980
Under the scheme proposed the total peace establishment-due
allowance being made for engineers, tiain, staff clerks, etc.-of the
Belgian Army would have been raised from 45,000 to Ioo,ooo men.
In a third section the question of war establishments is touched
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upon; on mobilization the above organization recommended by
General Maitrot would provide the Belgian Army with:I36,000 men
..
Infantry at I,ooo men per battalion (136 bns.)
I2,800 men
..
Cavalry at i60 sabres per squadron (80 sqdns.)
34,400 men
..
Artillery at 200 men per battery (162 batts.)
Total

I83,000 men

..

..

Including the accessory services and non-combatants, say a total
of 200,000 men;

behind this " first line"

there should, in the

author's opinion, exist reserves in sufficient numbers (say from half
to two-thirds strength of first line) to fill casualties. Reserves at
50 per cent. of the first line would provide Belgium with an army,
at war, strength of 300,000 men, in place of the I8o,ooo men at
which the effectives stood in I9I2. The question is next briefly
considered whether the foregoing recommendations would be likely
to demand too serious a sacrifice on the part of the Belgian people,
and it is pointed out that comparatively poor countries are bearing
a heavier burden in respect of national defence than rich Belgium;
the following data concerning the armies of comparatively small
countries gives a bird's-eye view of their military situation:Establishment of Army.
Population.

Country.

Peace.

Bulgaria
Switzerland
Roumania
Serbia ..

.
..
..

60,0oo
4 millions
32 millions Not stated
95,000
6- millions
40,000
24 millions

Belgium

..

7½ millions

.

Ioo,ooo

War.

400,000
3I1o,oo
360,000oo
350,000o
300,000

Proportion of Army
to Population.
Peace.

War.

o
7.,

.:,

The establishments stated in the case of Belgium are, it will be
seen, those recommended by the author. As a matter of fact, since
the date on which this essay was first published the Belgian Chamber
has passed a resolution-on 28th May, I913-agreeing to a reorganization of the Army; this reorganization provided for raising the
War Establishment of the Army to 350,ooo men, of this number
200,000 men were assigned to the Field Army.
In a fourth section, entitled "Some General Considerations,"
General Maitrot draws attention to the possibility that the Germans
might attempt a sudden onslaught on Belgium and France-the
" attaque brusqu6e "-with their " troupes de couverture " without,
in the first instance, declaring war. He recommends that, in order
to guard against the Belgian Army being disturbed during the period
of mobilization and concentration, all that part of Belgium which
lies on the right bank of the Meuse should be without any garrisons,
in the same way that the French have ceased to maintain garrisons
in the \Woevre region. On the other hand, the author considers
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that all points of passage over the Meuse, not only Liege and Namur,
but also Vise, Huy, Dinant, etc., should be held by Belgian troops
and that all the points so held should be covered by defence works.
The units composing these " troupes de couverture " should, in his
opinion, have their peace establishments increased, as in the case of
the French " troupes de couverture " ; further all bridges should be
effectually prepared for destruction at a moment's notice. General
Maitrot hoped that the adoption of the foregoing measures would
result in breaking the German offensive as soon as it had reached
the line of the Aleuse, unless indeed an advance was made from the
lower Rhine in overwhelming force and even then, he thought, the
resistance of the Meuse defences would allow sufficient time to the
Belgian Army in which to mobilize, and then either to move against
the enemy's flank and rear or alternatively to join up with the
French forces on the Semoy. He urges that the Belgian Government should set its face strenuously against the construction of
" voies p6entrantes," since such railways favour the German offensive, and expresses the opinion that it is much to be regretted that
the section of main line Malmddy-Stavelot has been constructed-it
provides an independent line to Dinant via Rivage and Jemelle.
The author recommends that all " voies pdndtrantes " should be
barred, where they cross the Meuse, by a fortress; since Liege and
Namur each control one of the three railways falling in this category,
only that passing through Dinant required to be dealt with. He
doubts the wisdom of the Belgian Government in entering into an
agreement with the German Government for the construction of the
railway between Louvain and Aix-la-Chapelle vid Vis6; this railway
shortens the route to the Belgian capital and its completion would,
in his opinion, singularly facilitate the German offensive via Belgium.
IV. OUGHT LILLE TO REMAIN A FORTRESS ?

In a fourth essay (written in February, I912) the author discusses
the question: " Ought Lille to cease to play the part of a fortress ?"
This question became prominent in France in consequence of a
discussion which took place at a meeting of the French Chamber,
on the 26th March, I9II, on a Bill dealing with the abandonment
of certain defensive works (including those round Lille). The part
of the Bill relating to the enceinte and detached forts of Lille was, at
the time, withdrawn, and the decision as to the fate of the fortifications of this important town was thus left in the hands of the Senate.
The author raises three questions:(I). Ought the defences of Lille to be retained and improved ?
(2). Ought the enceinte to be suppressed and the detached forts
maintained ?
(3). Ought the whole of the defences to be razed to the ground
and Lille itself made an open town ?
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General Maitrot agrees with those who had been arguing that the
enceinte of Lille no longer possessed the same military value as of
yore, since it was now masked by the existence of suburbs as
important as Lille itself; he points out that the detached forts are
not only too close to the town-only 6 km. (about 3- miles)-but
are also not strong enough to resist modern high-explosive projectiles.
To protect a modern town against light 2I-cm. siege mortarscapable of firing a 30-kg. (about 66-lb.) shell a distance of I4-km.
(about 8 miles)-which the Germans were known to possess,
detached works are required a distance of from 8 to 9 km. from the
outskirts of the town. A ring of detached works placed approximately along the circumference of an imaginary circle of 9-km.
(about 5j-mile) radius, with the citadel of Lille as centre, would
bring the defences of this town, at their nearest point, within 3'5 km.
(about 2 miles) of the Belgian frontier; the new German forts at
Metz are equally close to the French frontier. The author does not
consider that any inconvenience results from such close proximity
of defence works to a frontier, and holds the opinion that Lille can
be converted into a modern entrenched camp, but that an enceinte
is indispensable; he admits that at certain points the existing enceinte
may require remodelling and at these points the provision of a
sunken iron palisading is recommended.
To those who estimate that the new works necessary at Lille
would cost 300,000,000 francs, General Maitrot makes answer:
Works placed along the circumference of a circle having a radius
of 9 km. (about 5j miles) would give the defences a perimeter of
54 km. (about 34 miles). Assuming that the detached forts are
placed 6 km. (about 33 miles) apart, nine works in all would be
required, say five large and four medium-sized forts; the cost of
the former type would not exceed 3,000,000 francs per fort whilst
those of the latter type could be constructed at a cost of less than
2,000,000

francs per fort, giving a total of 23,000,000 francs for the

nine forts. A further sum of from 4,0o0,000 to 5,ooo,ooo francs
would have to be expended on narrow-gauge (6o-cm.) railways and
magazines for each sector of the defence, whilst another 7,000,000
francs would provide sufficient funds for gun batteries, intermediate
defence works, purchase of ground, etc., bringing the proposed grand
total expenditure to 35,000,000 francs. Per contra, the sale of parts
of the site of the old enceinte would realize a handsome sum, which
the War Department would be in position to apply towards the
reduction of the expenditure on the new defences. The author
expected that the works proposed by him would take three to four
years to execute, so that the Legislature would have been required
to vote annual credits of from S,ooo,ooo to Io,ooo,ooo francs only.
General Maitrot had already contributed an article on the subject
of this essay to the Corrcspoindant, it appeared in the issue of that
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paper for the Ioth September, I9II. In this article the strategical
relations between France and Germany are again briefly reviewed;
his conclusions on the subject have been stated in an earlier part
of this abridgment. Put shortly they are: On the Lorraine front
there will only be a feint; the principal German effort will be made
on the Meuse from Maestricht to Givet; Belgium will become the
cockpit in which France and Germany will settle their quarrels. To
meet this German plan of campaign, the concentration zones of the
French armies must be changed : the French right will be supported
by Verdun, its left must rest on Lille and Dunkirk ; corps d'observation will alone be left on the Lorraine front. Hirson which bars the
gap of the Oise; Maubeugewhich closes the door at the Sambre;
Lille which covers Flanders; Dunkirk which holds the sea are all
called upon to play, on the Flanders front, a r6le similar to that
assigned to Toul, Epinal-Belfort on the Lorraine front. The author
is convinced that " Everything indicates that the' Solution d'Avenir '
is about to be realized immediately," and, referring to the German
works then under construction in Alsace-Lorraine, he states: "It
is estimated that, in three to four years' time, that is to say in 1914,
all these defence works will have been completed: the Germans
reassured then as to the safety of their left flank will transport the
bulk of their Army to the Rhine Provinces. Three to four years,
that's the time France has at her disposal, in the which to create
the 'front de Flandres '; that is for improving the defences of
Hirson, completing those of Maubeuge, and creating an entrenched
camp at Lille-the most indispensable of all. Flanders without its
Lille would be the eastern frontier without its Belfort."
V. A LAST WORD ON THE GERMAN OFFENSIVE VI,

BELGIUM.

The fifth essay of the series (written in September, I913) is entitled
" A last word on the German offensive vid Belgium." The author
refers briefly to his previous essay on the same subject (the second
of this series) which had attracted considerable attention, so much
so that extracts therefrom were read in the French Chamber, on the
8th July, I9I3, in the course of a debate on frontier defence. The
author remarks that although progress had been made in bringing
home the nature of the German menace, nevertheless, there still
existed a want of unanimity of opinion on the subject. There were
even military men who contested the suggestion of a German offensive vid Belgium on the following political and military grounds:Political reason:-" Belgium is neutral, her neutrality was
solemnly recognized by Europe in I833, Germany on her part will
respect it."

Military reason :-" A German army of 200,000 men operating in
Belgium would be isolated, it would be without " liaison " with the
armies of Lorraine; should it meet with a check, its retreat might
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become compromised in a disaffected country; there would follow
in its pursuit a Belgian army, which is no longer to be despised,
now that Belgium has reorganized her army and brought her war
effectives up to 350,000 men, of which number 200,000 soldiers
constitute the Field Army."
The author points out that all the criticisms directed against the
views propounded by him fail the moment the Germans are ready to
hurl the bulk of their forces into Belgium with the intention of pushing
their way through this country, not only by the Dun-Stenay gap
but also by the routes across the northern French frontier, with the
heart of France as their objective. The idea of an attack directed
by Germany against France vid Belgium is nothing new ; it has
occupied the attention of Germany for many long years. Evidence
in support of this statement is to be found in the Military Corresponzdence of Field Marshal T'on 3Ioltkc, published by Ernst Siegfried
Mittler und Sohn, of Berlin.
It is necessary to carry one's memory back to i858. On the Ioth
December of that year there was signed, between Napoleon III. and
Victor Emmanuel, an offensive and defensive Alliance ; by its terms
France undertook to succour the King of Sardinia in the event of
an attack by Austria. The existence of this Alliance became public
in January, I859, and a few days later Cavour obtained a vote of
50000,000ooo,ooo francs for the purpose of completing the Sardinian
Armaments. Austria replied by concentrating troops in Lombardy;
on the 29th April, I859, Victor Emmanuel was given three days
within which to disarm. The ultimatum was ignored: the Austrian
Army forthwith crossed the Ticino, whilst a part of the French
Army hurried across the Alps to succour the Piedmontese, and thus
was commenced the Franco-Austrian War.
Prussia disliked the Franco-Italian Alliance and decided to intervene in order to prevent, if possible, the probable success of France.
The question of intervention had been studied since the beginning
of I859, and the conclusion at which the Prince Regent of Prussiain consultation with Schleinitz, his Minister for Foreign Affairs, and
von Bonin, his War Minister-appears to have arrived was, that the
surest method of bringing the French offensive in Italy to a halt
would be by his undertaking an offensive movement against Northern
France, in which the Belgian and Dutch Armies would be compelled
to participate. The memoirs referred to disclose, not only, that von
M\oltke had received instructions to prepare a memorandum in
relation to a plan of campaign against France, in which the cooperation, voluntary or compulsory, of Belgium and of Holland was
to be borne in mind as an essential feature, but they also throw
light on the fact that von Moltke received orders from von Bonin,
in the presence of Schleinitz, to put the Belgian Army into motion
and to march Prussian troops through Belgium. Even at that date,
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the object in view was the conquest by Prussia of Alsace and Lorraine:
the means to reach this end was to be an offensive movement on
Paris vid Belgium, the objective in the operations naturally being
the French Army.
This plan was not put into execution, for although the Prussians
mobilized on the morrow of Magenta Napoleon III., not wishing to
run the risks of a double war conducted simultaneously in two such
widely separated fields, as those of Venetia and those of Belgium,
hastened, after Solferino, to address to the Austrian Emperor proposals for an armistice, and subsequently peace was concluded at
Villafranca on the IIth July, 1859, and the Prussian menace went
to sleep for the time being.
VI.

THE

QUESTION

OF

A

GERMAN

OR

ITALIAN

OFFENSIVE

AGAINST FRANCE VIA SWITZERLAND.

The sixth essay of this series-written in December, I91Icontains a discussion of the question: " What are the prospects of
either a German or an Italian offensive move against France vid
Switzerland ? " The discussion of the subject is subdivided into
sections, the first of which deals with " The R6le and Influence of
France." In the preceding essays a considerable volume of evidence
has been adduced by the author in support of his contention that,
in the next war against France, Germany would attempt to turn
the Lorraine front by means of a movement vid Belgium. The
German Active Army consisted of 25 Army Corps (including I Guards
Corps, 3 Bavarian, 2 Saxon and I Wurtemberg Corps). Some
writers have argued that the " Russian danger" would force Germany to hold from five to six of these corps-about one-fifth of the
total-on her eastern frontier and it would only be the balance
remaining which would be available for operations against France;
other writers, on the other hand, held that Germany would at once
concentrate her full strength against France.
In I894, the General Staffs at St. Petersburg and Paris made a
joint study of the military situation' in Europe, and, as a consequence, a treaty was entered into between Russia and Francenot till I897, when President Faure visited Russia, was the
term " Alliance " applied to the relations established under the
treaty aforesaid, the terms of which remained secret. It is now,
however, known that the Alliance was strictly defensive and reciprocal; Russia merely undertool that she would, in the event of
an attack by Germany on France, stand by the latter, and vice versd.
After the I89 4 Treaty had been signed, Russia commenced to
draw her troops southwards on to the German frontier, in particular
into the province of Warsaw. This massing of Russian troops
continued without cessation for a considerable time, until at one
period half of the Russian Army-on its peace footing-was dis-
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tributed along the German and Austrian frontiers. Between Vilna
and Warsaw were quartered II infantry divisions and 8 cavalry
divisions-equivalent to 6 army corps at higher peace establishment.
At the same time, Bielistock, Grodno and Warsaw were converted
into veritable entrenched camps.
Matters remained approximately in this condition until the
Potsdam meeting between the Czar and the Kaiser-November,
91o--when Germany agreed to give Russia carte blanche to do as
she would in Persia, in return for concessions, etc., to be made to
Germany by Russia in other directions. After the date of this
meeting, Russia withdrew the troops which she had accumulated in
Poland to a distance of several hundred kilometres-at least one
day's journey from the German frontier-and these troops were, in
19II, quartered in the Government of Perm, at the foot of the Ural
Mountains; she however still retained " troupes de couverture " on
her western frontier.
It is hinted that the French Government, on this occasion, allowed
itself to be taken by surprise; however this may be, it announced
that the withdrawal of Russian troops from Poland was a matter of
no practical importance. The author conjectures that since I9IO a
secret treaty had existed between Germany and. Russia; but he
held the view that the latter would nevertheless remain true to her
" Alliance " with France, assuming that this " Alliance " was a
purely defensive one.
General Maitrot is of opinion that the time required for the
mobilization of the Russian Army has always been underestimated.
'Those who allow one month as the period necessary for the mobilization make an error of 50 per cent.; the Guards Corps, which draws
its reservists from every part of the Russian Empire, requires at
least two months.
The Russian Field Army had, in the years preceding I9II, been
generally considered to contain 2,500,000 men; it has been suggested
that 700,000 men should have been deducted from the preceding
figure, as representing the strength of the Territorial Army and the
Reserves of the second category. The Russian Field Army in
Europe, including the Reserves of the first and second categories,
it is said, did not, at the period referred to, exceed 1,500,000 million
men; and further that the Russian Army could not have, at this
time, mobilized more than a quarter of a million men, of which a
part only would have been available for employment in a region
outside that in which it was recruited. Considerable improvements
had been taking place in the organization, etc., of the Russian Army
in recent years, and it was expected that at the end of I9II, Russia
would be in a position to mobilize a field army of 3,000,000 men
on her European frontiers within the space of one month from the
breaking out of hostilities. Should Russia resolve then to intervene
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in a conflict between France and Germany, in support of the former
country, it was probable that her army would have to reckon, without taking account of any force Germany might retain on her own
eastern frontier, with:(a). An Austrian army of I5 army corps, containing approximately
8oo,ooo men belonging to the first line troops.
(b). A Roumanian army of 4 army corps, I infantry division and
I cavalry division; say 200,000 highly-trained men.
That is to say, Austria and Roumania would probably put a total
of approximately one million disciplined men into the field against
any army Russia might concentrate on her own western confines.
It was hoped that the Alliance with Russia would provide France,
in a struggle with Germany, with the support of the four army corps
of the Vilna District for certain; further, it was possible that circumstances might favour the entry of the Balkan Powers into the
arena of hostilities, and more particularly Bulgaria and Servia, who
presumably would, in such a case, take sides with Russia and France
and thus, to some extent, paralyze the Austrian and Roumanian
efforts in the eastern theatre of operations. The possible intervention of Bulgaria and Servia in support of Russia and France
imposed on Germany the duty of providing for the contingency of
a Russian advance from Poland on Berlin; and it was thought that
to bar the routes from Russia to her own capital Germany would
be prompted to retain on her eastern frontier four army corps;
namely, the I. Army Corps at K6nigsberg, V. Army Corps at Posen,
VI. Army Corps at Breslau and XX. Army Corps at Allenstein.
There would thus remain 21 army corps of the German Active Army'
for an offensive campaign against France; as already explained in
an earlier essay, 17 of these army corps would probably be employed
to execute the decisive onslaught via Belgium, whilst the remaining
four army corps would undertake the duty of making a diversion
on the Lorraine front. France would, as has been seen, have 22
army corps (active), including her colonial corps, with which to meet
the German offensive directed against her land frontiers.
Opinions differed widely as to the part Italy might play, as an
ally of Germany, in a European conflict. Some were convinced that
Italy would never attack France, and therefore the latter need pay
no heed to the question of the defence of the Alps. Others held the
view that even if the Italians did attack France, the latter's Alpine
troops, the forts and entrenched camps on the French frontier contiguous to Italy, the Territorial troops stationed in Savoy and the
Dauphiny would prove sufficient to contain any offensive movement
on the part of the Italians. Under these circumstances, whatever
might be the intentions of Italian statesmen, France would be in a
position, it was thought, to count on employing the whole of her
Active Army on the Flanders and Lorraine fronts.
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Prudence dictated that the Italian menace should be considered
as worthy of serious attention ; General Maitrot was of opinion that
the danger arising from the active participation of Italy, as an ally
of Germany, would have the effect of withdrawing three French
army corps from North and North-Eastern France-the I 4 th and
I5th Corps, he felt, should be retained in the south-east for the
defence of the Alps, whilst the Igth Corps should remainin Tunis
to oppose a descent on this colony. The withdrawal of these three
French corps would leave France 19 army corps with which to oppose
the 21 German army corps likely to be employed in Belgium and
on the Lorraine front; that is to say, the two principal adversaries
would probably meet one another with forces about equal in strength.
For the German forces to triumph over the French arms and to
triumph quickly-a war of extremely short duration on the western
front being, in the opinion of many, essential for final success-it
was necessary that the German offensive should rush through any
resistance the French Army might be capable of putting up against
it; it should like a torrential flood irresistibly carry everything
before it, breaking up every obstacle which lay across its path.
This requirement involved that the German armies in the western
theatre should be concentrated against a single objective. An
attempt on the part of the Germans to turn Belfort and the French
right wing vid Switzerland would, it was estimated, require at least
three to four German army corps to be detached from their Central
Force-required for the decisive stroke; the withdrawal of so large
a force from the armies entrusted with the main effort would, it was
thought, weaken them to such a degree as to compromise success
in the only part of the western theatre of operations in which the
chances were in favour of the German arms. It was therefore concluded that German armies would attempt no offensive movement
across the Juras vid Switzerland; if such an intention did exist to
attack the French right wing, the task, it was thought, would be
assigned to Italian troops. The Russian Alliance thus would prove
of this value at least to France, namely that at the commencement
of a Franco-German war, by causing four German army corps to be
retained on the Russian frontier, the German forces available for
the offensive in the western theatre would be so far reduced as to
permit France to oppose the armies of her powerful eastern neighbour with French armies almost equal in numbers thereto.
The second section of this essay deals with "The R6le and Influence
of Italy." The part which Italy would play in a war of the Central
European Powers against France and Russia had long been a matter
for doubt. By some it was said, that Italy would never take up
arms against a " sister nation." It was pointed out by them that
France had shed her blood in the cause of Italian independence;
nothing could repay her for the part she had played, not even the
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cession of Nice and Savoy. On the other hand the hard fact had
to be faced that in I870, only II years after Magenta and Solferino,
when stricken France turned to Italy for help, although no treaty
bound her to Prussia, the only assistance France received was that
given by a small band of Garibaldians. The existence of the " Italia
irredenta " movement was, until within a few weeks ago, at the
bottom of much of the doubt which existed as to the side on which
Italy would range her military strength. The desire to retake Nice
and to possess Tunis caused her to be drawn intothe Triplice against
France; on the other hand, the desire, no less ardent, to repossess
Trieste and the Trentino seemed likely to cause her to gravitate
towards the Franco-Russian Alliance. General Maitrot summed up
the situation in the following terms :-" Cruel enigma, of which Italy
will find the solution, temporizing the while, she will not enter the
field till as late a period as possible, and then she will do so on the
side of the conqueror."
The Tripoli affair brought about a certain coolness between Italy
and her two allies, and led to the publication of a violent article in
In this article occurs
the Berliner Tageblatt of 4 th November, I9II.
the following passage:-" In the case of a Franco-German war, the
provinces of Piedmont and Lombardy, which are the two most
powerful in the Kingdom, will very probably refuse to participate
actively on behalf of Germany. Consequently, Germany must direct
her sole attention, at the present moment, towards the consolidation
of the Turkish Empire." The article enlarges on the failure of England and France to warn Germany of Italian acts of " brigandage,"
the intention to perpetrate which these Powers, it is alleged, had
obtained knowledge in the preceding August. The Bcrlincr Tageblalt
complained that Italy had not been true to her alliance, but had
treated Germany and Austria as negligible quantities. " Let us get
rid of the Triplice," said the newspaper, " we have had enough of
it on paper; Germany and Austria are sufficiently strong to hold
their own against a European coalition; . . . Italy will,
. The
moreover, be found in the camp of our adversaries. .
friendship of Turkey is more precious and more important to us
than that of Italy."
General Maitrot expresses the opinion that the article, from which
the foregoing extracts have been made, showed a sudden access of
anger which would quickly pass away. He felt that it would be
advantageous for Germany to maintain the Triplice and that she
would consequently pass a sponge over the record of the Tripoli
affair. Italy stood, so to speak, at her Allies' gates and was thus
a menacing danger, whilst Turkey was further away; Italy had
not only an army but above all an increasing fleet, which acting in
co-operation with the Austrian Navy-itself growing steadilyalthough it might not claim to be the mistress of the Miediterranean,
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nevertheless, was in a position, at least, to compel France to concentrate the whole of her sea power in the Middle Sea; on the other
hand, the Turkish Navy was a negligible quantity. The foregoing
considerations led General Maitrot to the conclusion that the Triple
Alliance would give place to a Quadruple Alliance by Turkey becoming the fourth high contracting party to the new compact here
foreshadowed.
In his study of the strategical situation on the south-eastern
frontier of France the author has, with set purpose and deliberation,
endeavoured to ascertain the conditions which would be most
disadvantageous to France. In order to ascertain Italy's value to
the Triplice it is necessary to examine briefly the extent of her land
and sea forces. The Italian Army consists of 12 army corps of two
infantry divisions each, except the corps with headquarters at Rome
which has a third infantry division quartered in Sardinia. Six of
the army corps are, in peace time, stationed in the basin of the Po,
that is, in the provinces of Piedmont, Lombardy and Venice, as
follows:-I. Army Corps at Turin, II. Army Corps at Alessandria,
III. Army Corps at Milan, IV. Army Corps at Genoa, V. Army Corps
at Verona, and VI. Army Corps at Bologna. The remaining six
army corps occupy stations in the centre and south of Italy, as
follows :-VII. Army Corps at Ancona, VIII. Army Corps at Florence,
IX. Army Corps at Rome, X. Army Corps at Naples, XI. Army
Corps at Bari and XII. Army Corps at Palermo.
The first line troops consist of 346 infantry battalions (including
22 battalions of Bersaglieri); I44 squadrons of cavalry; 207 field
batteries of artillery, and possess, at war establishment, 400,000 men.
The mobile militia (consisting of men on leave and the oldest class
of reservists) is capable of furnishing another 200,000 combatants.
The strength of the Italian Army capable of taking the field is
600,000 men, 1,600 guns and I8o,ooo horses. Behind this army,
there would be the Territorial Militia, the strength of which is put
at 2,000,000 men; it is however only organized on paper, and,
therefore, considered by some to be an illusory force.
Italy had, since 1909, made considerable efforts to provide herself
with a powerful navy. In 1911, the comparative strength of the
Italian, Austrian and French Navies stood as follows:Italy.

Class.

Battleships
Cruisers

..
..

I5
I6

Auitria.

9
9

France.
Total.
Italy and Austria.

24
25

29
46

Comparing the strength of the above Powers by the numbers of
Dreadnoughts (ships with displacement exceeding I7,000 tons)
possessed by them at the date in question, Italy (with four such
ships) and Austria (with two such ships) together could bring six
Dreadnoughts only against France's eight. A consideration of the
naval programmes of these three Powers led to the conclusion that,
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unless something abnormal should occur meanwhile, in the year
I920, France would possess 28 Dreadnoughts against a total of at
least I3 contributed by Italy (with nine) and Austria (with at least
four) together.
However a strong suspicion existed that Austria would exceed
the construction shown in the naval programme made public by her,
and it was expected that by I920 she would possess I6 battleships
(with a displacement of at least 25,000 tons), and that as Italy
could not allow herself to be outstripped by her neighbour and ally,
it was highly probable that the combined battleship squadrons of
Italy and Austria would, in the year mentioned, consist of 32 Dreadnoughts and super-Dreadnoughts against the 28 ships of a similar
tonnage possessed by France. Therefore, in view of the fact that
both Italy and Austria were building cruisers also, which would
bring up their combined strength in this type of ships to the number
of the same type likely to be possessed by France in I920, an increase
in the French naval programme to meet the Italian and Austrian
naval activities was strongly urged. General Mlaitrot expresses the
opinion: " France will be forced to concentrate the whole of her
fleet in the Mediterranean to deal with the united fleets of Austria
and Italy; to the British Fleet, single handed, must be left the task
of dealing with the German Navy." The " entente cordiale " had
saved the situation, so far as France was concerned.
An article which appeared in tle CorrcspoJldanti of the Ioth September, I903, made public the plan of campaign which the General
Staffs of the Triplice Powers arc alleged to have concerted during
the winter of I900--90o.
It was, in outline, as follows :-Thrce
Italian Army Corps-the I., VII. and VIII.-were to advance into
France vid the French Alps; five Italian Army Corps-the III.,
IV., V., VI. and II.-were to cross the Bernese Alps with the object
of taking up positions between Basle and Berne, their left covered
by the Lakes of Bienne, Neuchatel and Geneva. This Italian Army
of 200,000 men would form an extension to the German left wing and
would have assigned to it the task of turning Belfort and the French
right by an offensive movement into France by the gaps of the Juras.
The III. and IV. Italian Army Corps would reach their positions
by entering Switzerland vid the St. Gothard route, the V. Italian
Army Corps would follow the Splugen route, whilst the II. and VI.
Army Corps would adopt that vid the Simplon.
The remaining four Italian Army Corps-the IX., X., XI and
XII.-not already disposed of would be held in readiness to make a
descent on Algeria and Tunis and would form a kind of general
reserve at the disposal of the Triplice Powers. Since it was first
adumbrated the foregoing plan of campaign has undergone many
modifications; the Tripoli affair certainly upset some of its details,
since Italy will require to retain, for many years to come, a force of
50,000 men in her new African Colony, and this will require periodical
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drafts to replace wastage. Of the three offensive movements mentioned which Italy could make against France in the event of an
European war, it was felt, that two only, the advance into France
vid the French Alps and the descent on Tunis, continued to constitute a serious menace and remained unaffected by the progress of
events in Tripoli; the third movement involving, as it did, the
violation of Switzerland by the Italian Army, in order to permit it
to connect up with the German left wing, appeared to have become
highly problematic.
The three moves open to the Italian Army referred to above are
examined in detail. As regards the threatened move via the French
Alps, the theatre of operations is thus described:-The Alps can be
compared to an immense open fan, the pivot from which its ribs
radiate being located at Turin and the curved edge of which is formed
by the Mediterranean coast from Nice to Marseilles, thence along
the waters of the Rhone as far as Lyons. Consequently all routes
from France into Italy are convergent, conversely those from Italy
into France are divergent. These routes are devoid of means of
lateral inter-communication along the greater part of their length, by
reason of the giant rock masses lying between them. Further, the
mountain slopes fall precipitately towards the plains of Piedmont,
whilst on the west the slopes descend by gentle gradients to the
Rhone River-the frontier is but 40 km. (about 25 miles) from
Turin, it is I5o km. (about 93 miles) from the Rhone. Whilst a
French army could reach the banks of the Po in tw'o days, it was
expected that it would take the Italians eight days to march to the
Rhone. All the conquerors who have crossed the Alps from the
times of Hannibal to those of the great Napoleon have marched
from west to east; on the other hand, every invasion recorded in
history to have failed was attempted from east to west. To-day,
every line of advance in these Alps is barred by defence works of
importance; nevertheless, in view of the possibility that the three
Italian Army Corps apparently intended to invade France might be
reinforced by one or two additional Italian Army Corps drawn from
the General Reserve and would probably be accompanied by artillery
siege parks, as a mere matter of prudence, it was recommended that
the defence of the Alps region should be confided to the I 4 th and
I5th French Corps which, it was thought, would, in view'of the
existence of fortified areas in this region, be quite able to hold up
any Italian army which might reasonably be expected to operate in
this theatre. Provided always, that if unfortuitous circumstances
should, by any means, give rise to a situation in the main theatre
of operations whereby the French forces would be likely to find
themselves in a position inferior to that of their principal adversary
then, coietc que coite, the x4 th and i 5 th French Corps should be
transported to the decisive region, to Lorraine and to Belgium. In
this event it would be necessary to observe the six passages across
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the Alps, between France and Italy, namely those of the Little St.
Bernard, of the Mont Cenis, of Mont Genevre, of the Argentiere, of
Tenda, of the Corniche. Of these passages those of Tenda and of
the Corniche are the most dangerous-as already stated they are
all defended by forts d'arret,etc.-and it is the last mentioned which
would require the most attention.
In order that the descent on Algeria and Tunis might be within
the range of practical politics Italy must be mistress on the seas.
The examination made of her naval strength shows that she had
not attained that proud position in I91I, nevertheless the combined
fleets of Italy and Austria were rapidly approaching in strength the
French fleet, and it was felt that the threat of an Italian move against.
the French North African Colonies should, in consequence, be taken
seriously, especially in view of the fact that the occupation of Tripoli
had rendered the invasion of Tunis by Italian Colonial troops a
feasible operation. Under these circumstances, it was urged, that
it would be unwise to transport the Igth French Corps to European operation requiring at least 30 vessels.
To sum up then, it was expected that Italy would play a r6le in
relation to the Triple Alliance analogous to that which, it was contemplated, Russia would play on behalf of the Entente Powers:
Italy would cause the I 4 th, I5th and Igth French Corps to be
detained in South-East France and North Africa, thus reducing by
three army corps, the French armies available to meet the German
offensive via Belgium and on the Lorraine front. Further, the Italian
fleet in conjunction with that of Austria would paralyze the whole
or part of the French Navy, by excluding the possibility of its
employment in waters other than those of the Mediterranean.
In a third section to this essay is discussed "The R6le and
Influence of Switzerland," in view of the threatened Italian invasion
vid the Bernese Alps. As has been shown, it was thought that the
danger of an Italian invasion of Switzerland was, even in I9II, no
longer a matter requiring serious consideration. It was felt further,
that Switzerland would see to it that her neutrality was respected
by each one of the possible belligerents on her borders. Some there
were who contested this view. They argued: the Swiss were proGerman in sympathy; that whereas in Belgium the Walloons and
Flemish were about equal in number, on the other hand in Switzerland the German-Swiss population predominated, out of a total of
3,750,000 souls, 70 per cent. were of German origin, 22 per cent. of
French origin and 7 per cent. of Italian-the Protestants had a
large majority. Others estimated the Swiss character differently:
they were of opinion that the Swiss might be pro-German in their
sympathies, but they were the last people to permit their country
to be invaded and thus to risk the loss of what they treasured most,
their present independence. An eminent professor in an address,
delivered at Zurich recently, is reported to have said:--" Yes, we
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are German by race, more German than many subjects of that great
German Empire, even including the Prussians; but we are Swiss
first and place the interests of our adopted country before those of
any other land. We would prefer that the German-Swiss should
impart an air of fiction to their origin for the purpose of preserving
their nationality, rather than that we should see them become
Germans ; the Swiss remain Swiss for all time, whatever may be the
tongue employed by them in order to communicate their thoughts."
General Maitrot advises no one indiscreetly even to hint the idea,
in the hearing of officers of the Swiss Army, that this army would
take refuge in the Oberland-a view expressed by some-and thus
permit itself to disregard all the rules of duty, of honour, of patriotism.
Intercourse with Swiss officers had revealed to him the fact that a
firm intention existed of employing the army for the purpose of
repelling any force which dared to invade their fatherland. Quotations are given from a Swiss newspaper and from the remarks made
recently at Lausanne by Colonel Ed Secretan, a deputy of the
National Assembly, which support the views expressed above.
Under the provisions of a Federal Law passed in April, I907, the
Swiss Army was given a new organization, in order to bring it more
into accord with the requirements imposed by the geographical
position of Switzerland and modern needs.
Briefly, the Federal Army consists of the ELlite, men between 20
and 32 years of age; of the Landwehr, men over 32 and under 41
years of age; of the Landsturm, men over 40 and under 49 years
of age. In the event of a war, the Landwehr maintains the ilite
up to establishment, whilst the Landsturm plays a similar function
towards the Landwehr. The recruits in the first year of service are
trained for the following periods :-Cavalry for 90 days, artillery for
75 days, engineers and infantry 65 days. In subsequent years the
men in the L'litc attend annual trainings, the courses lasting, for
artillery I4 days, for other arms II days. During the period of
service in the Landwehr, all branches of the service, except cavalry,
are trained once in four years, the course lasting II days. There
are separate schools for those who aspire to the commissioned and
non-commissioned ranks; special arrangements are made for the
instruction of those destined for employment on the Staff.
Military service is personal and obligatory and those who will
not submit themselves to military training and discipline are called
upon to pay special taxes, until they reach their 4oth birthday,
according to fixed scales, the minimum tax being 6 francs per annum
and the maximum 3,000 francs per annum. This tax produces
4,000,000 francs per annum; half of which is retained by the National
Exchequer, the balance being paid over to the Canton authorities.
Under the reorganization scheme referred to, the four Swiss army
corps maintained in former times were replaced by six infantry
divisions of three brigades each; the smaller units being more supple
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and mobile could adapt themselves to the terrain more advantageously
than the larger units. The third brigade of each division is the
so-called " lountain Brigade " and corresponds to the " Chasseurs
Alpins " of the French Army. Although the army corps organization was abolished, nevertheless the staff of three of the former
army corps was retained and is now employed, in peace time, to
take part in the instruction of the army and to study military
schemes. The organization provides for the mobilization of the
" troupes de couverture " being completed in one day, whilst that
of the first line troops (one-fifteenth of the population) can be effected
in two days. The strength of the Swiss Army, on the war
establishment is :--litc, I45,000 men (including 5,000 cavalry);
Landwehr, 70,000 men; Landsturm, 70,000 armed men. Therefore,
the first two categories alone provide a field army of 2I5,ooo men:
an army, moreover, of great value, material as well as moral. This
is the army then which Italy would have had to reckon with, if her
five army corps had attempted to negotiate the Simplon, St. Gothard,
and Splugen Passes-the only routes by means of which Switzerland
can be entered from Italy-in accordance with the plan of campaign
alleged to have been formulated in the winter of I900-I90I. It
should not be forgotten that all these passes are fortified, the defences
of the St. Gothard, being the most important, since under a Federal
Law of I3th April, I894, special provision was made to convert it
into the " place du Gothard."
In the event of a war having taken place between France, on the
one side, and Germany and Italy, on the other, political reasons
would have deterred France from sending her troops into the provinces of Chablais and Faucigny, but should the Italians have
violated Swiss neutrality, it was almost certain that France would
have detached troops from her i4th Corps to the Dranse, in order
to support the garrison occupying the defence works at St. Maurice.
It has been suggested that in the event of its having been found impossible to employ Italian troops in Switzerland, some other use could
have been found for them. Many schemes having this object in
view have, from time to time, claimed attention. In one of them,
the question was considered of transporting five Italian army corps by
rail to Munich via the Brenner Pass, with the object of ranging them
along the Upper Rhine, in the neighbourhood of Basle, Huningue
and Neuf Brisach. There are grave objections to the scheme ; even
supposing that all went well, it would require 30 days at least, from
the declaration of war, to transport this Italian army to Upper
Alsace; once there, their fusion with the German hosts would be
closer than would have suited Italian tastes-involving, as it would
the risk of the loss of their independence and the danger of their
conversion into mere vassals and mercenaries in the pay of the
German Emperor. The scheme had the further disadvantage of
cutting the Italian armies into two distinct and widely separated
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parts; so that in the event of a decisive defeat of the combined
Italian and Austrian Fleets by the French Navy, the Igth French
Corps in Algeria would have been set free and could have joined up
with the r 4 th and Ijth French Corps in South-East France. These
three French corps might have inflicted a serious defeat on the three
Italian army corps detailed for operations in this region: should
this have occurred, nothing could have prevented Italian soil from
being invaded by French troops. However, since the foregoing
scheme did not appeal to the Italian authorities, France did not find
it necessary to preoccupy herself with the adoption of measures
either to meet the possibility of the violation of Swiss neutrality or
to counter an offensive movement across the Juras, having for its
object the turning of the defences of Belfort and of the right wing
of her army. Nevertheless, the retention of Italy in the Triplice
kept alive both the threatened invasion vid the Alps and the descent
on Algeria; Italy was therefore capable of playing a sufficiently
important r6le to induce Germany to do all in her poxyer to bind
her to the Triple Alliance.
Although Germany had been carrying out certain railway work
on the Swiss frontier in recent years an examination into the nature
of the works thus undertaken led to the conclusion that her activities
in this direction could be explained on commercial grounds and
there was nothing, as in the case of the railway works constructed
on the Belgian frontier, which could be used as convincing evidence
of an intention on the part of Germany herself to violate Swiss
neutrality. Indeed, the contrary was the case.
In a fourth section, the conclusions arrived at by the author are
set down in a summary form, as follows:I. The Russian menace will cause Germany to retain four army
corps on the frontier of Poland-the I., V., VI. and XX. Army Corps.
2. The Italian menace will cause France to retain three corps in
the south-east and in Algeria-the I 4th, Isth and igth Corps.
3. Consequently Germany will have only 21 army corps of the
Active Army available for employment in the western theatre:
France will be able to oppose this force with, at least, 19 corps.
4. France need not apprehend that any attack will be made on her
either by German or by Italian troops pushed through Switzerland.
5. Germany and France will, consequently, range up, facing one
another with armies approximately equal in numbers one to the other.
France, it was felt, could regard the eventuality of a collision with
calm serenity and hope.
VII.

LORRAINE-ITS DEFENCE.

The last essay of the series was written in I9II and revised in
I9I 3 ; it deals with the defence of Lorraine. In the opening paragraph it is stated: " The theatre of operations in the next Franco-
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German war will stretch from the North Sea to Switzerland." It
was expected that Lorraine-from Longwy to Belfort-which formed
the eastern frontier, on this front of 400 km. (about 250 miles), would
be the region in which the first collision of French and German troops
would take place. The Alsace-Lorraine frontier is divisible into three
distinct portions by reason of the nature of the terrain comprised,
as well as owing to the relative situation of the troops quartered in
this region. In the north lies the portion comprised between the
Belgian frontier and Nancy, this is the Woievre region; in the
centre is situated the zone between Nancy and the Donon, in it lies
the gap of Charmes; to the south, extending from the Donon to the
Ballon d'Alsace, are the Vosges Mountains.
Geographically the Woevre is a plain lying between the Orne,
the eastern bank of the Meuse and the Moselle. He who is master
of the roads in this plain is master of the Woevre. The Meuse
Heights which border the Woevre on its west are thickly wooded
and fall precipitately towards the plain; their altitude varies from
about 260 to 325 ft. These Heights are cut up by deep ravines, in
which lie the routes leading from the WVoevre to the MAeuse, and have
a length of Ioo km. (about 62 miles) from Commercy to Dun; at
this latter place, they end abruptly. To the north of Dun, the
Heights continue, but with somewhat less altitude than mentioned
above, from Stenay to the Chiers; in the depression between the
two portions of the Heights is situated the Dun-Stenay gap, through
which pass the routes from the Metz-Thionville region leading direct
to the district north of the Argonne, to the defiles of Grand-pre, of
the Croix-aux-Bois, and of the Ch6ne-Populeux.
The width of the Meuse Heights vary considerably; at Commercy,
it is scarcely more than 2½km. (about i-1 miles), at Hattonchatel it
increases to I5 km. (about 9 miles), opposite to St. Mihiel it is 8 km.
(about 5 miles), whilst at Verdun it is 9 km. (about 52 miles). This
peculiarity in the contour lines of the Heights affords some clue to
the reasons which prompted the siting adopted for the forts erected
thereon. Between Verdun and Toul there are five forts: Troyon,
les Paroches, Camp des Romains (above St. Miihiel), Liouville and
Gironville (on heights of Commercy). Now, the gorges of all these
works face towards the Woevre, that is to say, the forts face west,
looking on to the Aleuse; further the last two, those of Liouville
and Gironville, occupying the eastern edge of the Heights have fronts
facing both the Meuse and the WVoevre, towering above them at an
altitude of about 260 ft. To understand this bizarre orientation of
the forts it must be borne in mind that, when. de Riviere planned
the defences for this region, it was intended that the French concentration should take place on the line Chaumont-Neufchateau,
Gondrecourt, Bar-le-Duc, Revigny, Ste. Menehould. It was thought
that, in order to cover a concentration zone behind this front, it
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would be sufficient to command the passages across the Meuse in
such a manner as to render this river impassable to an enemy, by
bringing all the bridges spanning it under the fire of defence works.
Where the Meuse Heights are sufficiently narrow, e.g. at Commercy, the forts (of Liouville and of Gironville) are sited so that
fire may be brought to bear on the Woevre, and, at the same time,
also on to the Meuse, but in the other cases, where it was impossible
to reconcile these two interests, the defence of the Woevre was
neglected in favour of what was then the more important object,
the defence of the river line. However, since de Riviere's plans were
first prepared, the French concentration zone has been pushed
forward beyond the Meuse, as is readily indicated by the large numbers
of military platforms provided along the railway from Lerouville to
Sedan. It is no longer merely a question of denying the passages
of the Meuse to the enemy, it is the Heights themselves and the
routes across it, which must be fought for. Had the problem of the
defence of this region been presented to de Riviere in its present-day
aspect, there is little doubt but that he would have selected the
eastern crest of the Heights for his forts.
The part of the frontier between Nancy and the Donon bears a
totally different aspect. This region is very much cut up and is
easily defensible. Instead of being traversed by routes following a
direction which invites invasion, its rivers form a succession of
parallel obstacles across the path of an invader.
In the southernmost portion of this frontier, the Vosges Mountains
offer a very difficult country to an army advancing westward; there,
small bodies of troops on the defensive are capable of engaging, with
success, very much larger bodies advancing to the attack. Opposite
to this region, the German garrisons are less numerous, and the
German arrangements, therefore, do not create the same impression,
as in the case of the region north of Lorraine, that any sudden overpowering attack is intended on this portion of the frontier. The
foregoing examination led General Maitrot to the conclusion that
the German offensive, in the Lorraine theatre, would be pushed through
the Woevre, on the front Nancy-Longwy. Elsewhere, the Germans
would be content to take the offensive, without undue extension of
their front, and they would, in particular attempt to seize all the
"cols " of the Vosges by pushing forward the German garrisons
nearest to them. The reasons which would prompt them to make;
their main effort on the French eastern frontier by the Woevre lay
in the fact that the routes across it lead direct on to the Meuse
which they can reach either in the north by the Dun-Stenay gap, or
further south, at some point between Verdun-Toul, by forcing one
or other of the forts on the Meuse Heights. Once masters of the
Meuse, the Germans would have turned the fortresses of Verdun and
Toul and could seize the important railway from Lerouville to
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Sedan and thus obtain access to the Barrois and eventually to the
T
Argonne. Last but not least, the possession of the Wovre
would
enable the Germans to confiscate the resources of the rich Woevre
for the benefit of Metz, and thus to deprive the entrenched camps
at Verdun and Toul of this source of supply.
In order that the MIeuse may be rendered impassable, it is recommended that the old forts, Camp des Romains, Paroches and Trovon
should be abandoned and that new works should be constructed at
Montsec, above Hendicourt, at the point of Hattonchatel, above
Eparges, at Haudiomont. Similarly, north of Verdun, works should
be constructed to cover the Meuse bridges between Cosenvoye and
Stenay, namely near Damvillers, above Br6ehville, near St. Germain
and at Stenay. The expenditure incurred would be money well
spent and would afford immense security against the sudden aggression
-" attaque brusque "--which Germany was credited with having
in contemplation. Small works for a moderate-sized garrison, such
as those at Liege and Namur, it was suggested, alone were required
-that is to say, works for a garrison of 50 infantrymen and 20
gunners. The cost of an individual work of this type, it was estimated, would not exceed i,ooo,ooo francs; therefore the nine works,
proposed for the protection of the line of the Meuse and the railways
along this front, could be constructed at a cost not exceeding 9,000,000
francs, whilst the garrisons of these works would absorb a total of
700 men only. It was urged that if France could not at once spend
this 9,000,000 francs on the defence of the Dun-Stenay gap, it was
nevertheless imperative that, at least, the point of Hattonchatel
should be secured against sudden seizure by German troops. General
Maitrot further urged the abandonment of Longwy, as it would, in
his opinion, fall an easy trophy to the enemy at the commencement
of a war, and that every effort should be made to improve and
strengthen the defences of Montmedv. He expresses the opinion
that from the point of view of railway communications, the situation
south of the 'Woevre is good for bringing up French reinforcements;
but to the north of Verdun there was no suitable line, and therefore
the Rheims-Bazancourt-Challerange railway should be prolonged
along the valley of the Andon (only 25 km. (about I5 miles) of track
being required to be laid). The execution of this railway extension
was held to be one requiring immediate and urgent attention.
Lorraine, it was true, would not be the decisive theatre of operations, but engagements of magnitude would be fought in this region.
Consequently, it was advocated, everything should be done, cvcn the
impossible, in order to render success certain in this theatre. "-Do
not commence the next war by a W\issemburg, Worth, and Spicheren,"
is the final admonition contained in this volume. ,
W. A. J. O'MEARA.
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SIEGES AND THE DEFENCE OF FORTIFIED PLACES BY
THE BRITISH AND INDIAN ARMIES IN THE
XIXth CENTURY.
(Continued).
By COLONEL SIR EDWARD T. THACKERAY, V.C., K.C.B. (LATE R.E.).
RELIEF OF LUCKNOW BY OUTRAM AND HAVELOCK, IN I85

7 -Cont.

Arrangements were in the meantime made and carried out for
sending all the sick and wounded who could bear the journey to
Allahabad. Reinforcements gradually arrived in small parties, the
troops were allowed to rest after their fatigues, the regulations for
the maintenance of public order were rigidly enforced, and the
works at the intrenchment were pushed on.
The feeling entertained by Neill towards Havelock had never
been very cordial. The two men were not formed to act together.
Neill had chafed much under the inaction to which, since Havelock's
arrival, he had been subjected, and he had greatly feared that in
the advance which was to take place, he would again be left behind.
His gratification then, may be imagined when, on the eve of Outram's
arrival, Havelock informed him that the command of the right
wing of the relieving force had been conferred upon him.
Sir James Outram arrived at Cawnpore on the I5th September.
If there could be anything which would reconcile a successful soldier
to supersession it would be to be superseded by such a man as
Outram. He had been called the Bayard of the Indian Army. He
was without fear and without reproach. Engaged in many contests, he never fought for himself-he fought always for the cause
of those whom he believed to have been wronged. He was appalled
neither by the power, the talent, the interest, of the side to which
he was opposed.
Well might Sir Colin Campbell write these glowing words when
announcing to the army this deed of real glory. Seldom, perhaps
never, has it occurred to a Commander-in-Chief to publish and
confirm such an order as the following one:" With such a reputation as Major-General Sir James Outram has
won for himself, he can well afford to share glory and honour with
others. But that does not lessen the value of the sacrifice he has
made with such generosity in favour of Brig.-General Havelock, c.B.,
commanding the field force in Oudh.
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"Concurring, as the Commander-in-Chief does, in everything
stated in the just eulogy of the latter by Sir James Outram, His
Excellency takes this opportunity of publicly testifying to the army
his admiration for an act of self-sacrifice and generosity, on a point
which, of all others, is dear to a real soldier."
The force now at Havelock's disposal consisted of 3,I79 men of
all arms.* He divided it into three brigades :-two of infantry, the
third of artillery. The Ist Brigade consisted of the 5th Fusiliers;
the 84 th Regiment, and, attached to it, two companies of the 64 th;
and the Aladras Fusiliers. It was commanded by the gallant Neill.
The 2nd Brigade, composed of the 7 8th Highlanders; the goth
Light Infantry; and the Sikh Regiment of Ferozepore, was commanded by Brigadier Hamilton.
The 3rd Brigade included Capt. Maude's Battery, Capt. Olpherts'
Battery, Major Eyre's Battery of heavy I8-pounders, the whole
commanded by Major Cooper.
Besides these, there were Io9 volunteers, and some 59 of the
I2th Irregulars, believed to be faithful, under the command of
Capt. L. Barrow. Major-General Outram was one of these volunteers. To defend Cawnpore during the advance on Lucknow, there
remained the headquarters of the 64 th Regiment, under the command
of Colonel Wilson.
The whole of the reinforcements had reached Cawnpore by the
morning of the I6th September to attempt the passage of the
river when the bridge of boats was completed. On the afternoon
of the I7th a party of the rebel cavalry and infantry, with three
guns, came down to the opposite bank to reconnoitre.
Their
appearance was the signal for the withdrawal to the right bank of
a party of Sikhs who had been sent across to cover the formation
of the bridge, and a detachment of the rebel infantry crossed to
an island and under cover of long grass opened fire on the men
working at the bridge. A few round and shrapnel shot soon drove
them away.
The bridge-head on the opposite side was covered by a detachment from the British force during the night, and on the I8th the
bridge had so nearly approached completion that it was resolved
to make arrangements at once to effect a successful passage. On
the I8th no enemy was to be seen on the opposite bank. That
morning four guns of Maude's Battery were crossed over to the
island, and the 78th Highlanders and the goth Light Infantry were
marched to a position on the river bank, to be ready to take advantage of the completion of the bridge. Subsequently part of the
* The numerical strength of the component portions of the force was
as follows :-Europeans: Infantry, 2,388; Volunteer Cavalry, o19;
Artillery, 282. Natives: Sikh Infantry, 341; Native Irregular Cavalry,
59. Total, 3,179.
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qoth and three guns of Maude's Battery crossed the river. At
ii o'clock the enemy brought down their heavy guns, and opened
fire on the British, whose guns answered. The cannonade lasted
three hours, ceasing almost as suddenly as it had begun.
On the Igth the bridge was ready. During the previous month
frequent reconnaissances had been made by Capt. Crommelin*
of the Engineers who had completed all the arrangements and
collected the materials and superintended the construction of the
bridge. As soon as the troops had crossed they were formed into
contiguous quarter-columns, and the 84th teing in the line of
the enemy's fire were ordered to lie down. General Neill's Brigade
was then ordered to take up a position on the right of the line,
and to drive the enemy from some sandhills about 600 yards in
Neill immediately moved forward
advance which they occupied.
his brigade and attacked the enemy. They made a firm resistance
but were driven from their position. Whilst the infantry fight was
going on William Olphertst brought up a half-battery in splendid
style, and silenced the enemy's guns. The enemy slowly retired,
and the cavalry having followed them up to observe, the force
piled arms, and awaited the arrival of the camp equipage. The
next day was devoted to the crossing of Eyre's heavy guns, and
they were brought into camp by noon. The arrangements for the
advance were then complete. On the morning of the 2ist the
force started on its arduous task. On approaching the village of
Mangalwir, it became evident that the enemy was massed there
in great strength. Havelock upon this took ground to the left,
and deployed into line, having the volunteer cavalry on the extreme
left. This had scarcely been accomplished before the enemy's guns,
five in number, opened fire. They had one gun defended by a
breastwork playing on the road. The three English batteries at
once replied, whilst the infantry marched through the swamp to
the high ground from which they could act on the rear of the
rebels. Before they could reach the road behind the village the
enemy had evacuated it. A rapid pursuit ensued and was most
successful. The volunteer cavalry captured two guns, a set of
colours, and an elephant, and killed about I20 men. This close
pursuit drove the enemy helter-skelter through the village of Oonao,
no effort Leing made to defend it. The force had thus reached
with but a skirmish the furthest point of Havelock's three brilliant
inroads into Oudh.
The rain fell heavily next morning as Havelock's force left its
night quarters, the Ist Brigade leading. After a march of I6 miles
* Afterwards Lieut.-General Crommelin, c.B., R.E.
t Regarding this officer, Lord Napier of Magdala once said " I have
often seen Olpherts in action, but never without his deserving the
Victoria Cross."
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they reached the village of Banni, which was a strong and defensible
position. To reach it a force coming from Cawnpore had to cross
the river Sai, here spanned by a long masonry bridge. The river
was not fordable. Strong as was the position, the enemy neither
used the advantages it offered them, nor opposed to our troops the
smallest opposition. They even neglected to break down the bridge,
and although they had constructed two batteries on the Lucknow
side of it, had not the spirit to use them.
Panic-stricken by
Havelock's rapid advance, they abandoned the best chance they
had of stopping him, and evacuated their strongest position before
even it had been attacked. Banni was but I6 miles from Lucknow,
and in the hope of giving information of his approach to the
garrison of the Residency Havelock that evening fired a Royal
salute. His men lay there for the night, their indignation aroused
and their slumbers troubled by the constant sound of the booming
of the cannon fire against their beleaguered countrymen.
By 8 o'clock on the 23rd they were on their way again, marching
in column of subdivisions right in front. The rain had cleared off
but it was very close and steamy, without a breath of wind.
Since 6 o'clock that morning the booming of the cannon discharged against the Residency had ceased. This silence seemed to
indicate that the enemy was massing his big guns to oppose the
relieving force. For some time no enemy was visible, but as the British
approached the Alambagh, infantry began to show themselves on
their flanks, and it soon became apparent that the enemy was
prepared to receive them at the walled garden. A party of cavalry
was sent on to reconnoitre, and reported that the mutineers had
six guns in position, that their left rested on the Alambagh, and
their centre and right were drawn up behind a chain of hillocks.
Havelock then halted his force, changed the order of the column
from right to left in front, and brought up the 7 8th Highlanders and
Eyre's heavy guns. These changes having been effected, the British
force moved on. No sooner, however, were they within range than
the enemy's guns opened with round and grape shot; they must
have studied the distance very carefully, for their first shot knocked
over three officers of the goth, all of whom subsequently died. The
casualties among the men and camp followers were likewise considerable. But these losses did not check the advance. Whilst the
7 8th, the goth, and the remainder of the 2nd Brigade pushed quickly
on to gain the open ground on which it could deploy, Neill with the
Ist Brigade took ground to the left, passing through deep ditches,
through swamps, and over heavy ground.
Meanwhile Eyre's Battery on the road, and Olpherts' on the right,
had opened out on the enemy, Maude's followed quickly. This
fire had the effect of dispersing the rebel cavalry and cleared the
way for the advance of our men. Neill now led his men over very
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heavy ground, and drove the rebels from several villages in succession. The key of the position, however, was the Alumbagh, and
the upper-storied buildings adjacent to it. These the rebels defended
with great resolution; but they could not withstand the assault
made by the 5th Fusiliers. Advancing with the bayonet, the men
of this splendid regiment cleared the houses and stormed the position.
Of the guns the rebels had brought into action five were captured
by the Volunteer Cavalry.
Having driven the enemy from the Alumbiagh, the force advanced
to within sight of the domes, the minarets, and the gardens of Lucknow. But the day's work had been hard, and the General prudently
determined to halt for the night. Our men, however, had scarcely
taken up the ground assigned to them and had halted, when the
rebels who up to that time had been fleeing in desperate haste,
suddenly stopped, brought up fresh guns, and opened a heavy
fire on the regiments as they stood or lay in line.
Just at this time the rain came down in torrents. Havelock met
this action of the enemy by drawing back his line of fire, throwing his
right on the Alumbagh, and re-forming his left. The movement was
a difficult one, as darkness had set in, and the road was obstructed
with horses, elephants, bullocks, guns, and men. The 5th Fusiliers
occupied the Alumbagh. The other regiments were more or less
provided for, some occupying hamlets, some lying in the open. The
Madras Fusiliers bivouacked in mud ankle deep; but they and the
rest of the force " were as merry and jolly as possible."* The men
had been greatly cheered by the news that reached them that day
that Delhi had been captured.
The force halted throughout the day of the 24 th. And the
position was further changed so as to remove the men entirely
from the range of the enemy's guns, which nevertheless continued
their cannonade. The enemy's cavalry, likewise, creeping round
to the rear, made an attempt on the baggage, but though they
surprised and killed some ten or twelve of its defenders, they
were eventually driven off. That night all the baggage of our men
was stored in the Alumbagh, and a guard of 250 men was placed
there. At last the day of trial dawned. General Havelock in
consultation with Sir James Outram, had resolved to advance, not
by the direct route to the Residency, but by another and more
circuitous road skirting the Charbagh Canal. Early on the morning
of the 25th, the Ist Brigade headed by Maude's Battery, with
two companies of the 5th Fusiliers leading, moved off in column of
sections, right in front. They had advanced but a short distance
when a tremendous fire opened upon them. From the Alumbagh to a
house called the Yellow House, the advancing troops had to encounter
* ISS. Journal, kept at the time.
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a perfect storm of round and grape shot and a sharp musketry
fire.
Vigorously pushing on, they approached the enclosure called the
Charbagh, and a village, both filled with the enemy. From there
the musketry fire was very galling. Our men, however, dashed at
the enemy and expelled them. The next point to be reached was
the Charbagh Bridge, the only opening left into Lucknow. The
bridge was barred by an earthen parapet about 7 ft. high. On this
parapet were mounted six guns, two of them 24-pounders. On
approaching the position the force halted; Alaude brought two guns
to the front and opened fire, whilst Outram taking with him the
5th Fusiliers and the Sikhs, proceeded to drive the enemy from the
enclosures on the right, with the view of bringing a reverse fire on
the guns defending the bridge. The enemy had the advantage of
numbers and position, and for some time the artillery duel raged
with great fury. Maude had but two light guns and they were in
the open.
When the duel had lasted half an hour, it became
evident that Maude could make no impression on the enemy. He
had lost 21 men at the Yellow House, and others had fallen in front
of the bridge.
Something had to be done. Under these circumstances, young
Henry Havelock, always bold, daring and adventurous, imperilled
his commission to carry out an idea which had flashed through his
brain. Turning his horse's head, he galloped off in the direction of
the post occupied by his father. After making the turn of the road,
he halted, waited for three or four minutes, then galloping back to
Neill, saluted him, and said, as if bringing an order from the General,
whom he had not seen, " You are to charge the bridge, sir." Neill
at once issued the order.
Arnold, of the MIadras Fusiliers, dashed on to the bridge, with
the advance of 25 men, Tytler and Havelock accompanying them
mounted. Tytler was pierced through the groin and his horse
killed. Every other man of the 25, except Havelock and a private
named Jakes, was shot down by the enemy's six guns loaded with
grape. Havelock, unable to pass the overlapping barrier, sat in
his saddle, calling on the men to come on. Jakes stood by his
side, loading and firing as fast as he could. A few seconds later
the Madras Fusiliers swarmed over the parapet, and through the
gap, and carried all before them. The entry into Lucknow was
won. The 7 Sth Highlanders of the 2nd Brigade followed and the
captured guns were spiked.*
* For his gallant conduct on this occasion, Havelock was recommended by Sir James Outram for the Victoria Cross. He had previously
received it for his conduct at Cawnpore. Maude also received the Cross
for the persistent gallantry he displayed this day. " But for his nerve
and coolness," wrote Outram, " the army could not have advanced."
Private Jakes was killed later in the day.
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On the regiments of the 2nd Brigade closing up, the whole force
advanced, but in pursuance of the resolution already referred to,
instead of moving straight on through the city, it took a turn to
the right at the bridge, and pushed on by a very bad and narrow
road along the outskirts. The troops pressed along this road, subjected here to but little opposition. Two regiments were detached
to cover the advance of the remaining brigades, as well as to protect
the heavy guns, the dragging of which over a bad road was found
both tedious and difficult.
This road gradually led into the outskirts of the city, and the men
were forced to penetrate through narrow streets and lanes, every one
of which seemed alive with the enemy's fire. Suddenly they found
their progress barred by a narrow bridge over a nullah, with high
banks on the opposite side. This bridge lay under the lee of the
Kaiserbagh, partially commanded by the two guns posted there,
and by the infantry occupying it. The infantry and the guns were
forced to cross that bridge, and to cross it almost singly. The
fire from the Kaiserbagh was tremendous. It happened, however,
that a sheltered position was attainable on the other side, from
which the enemy might be fired on with advantage. The troops
as they crossed the bridge, took up this position and opening fire
to some extent covered their comrades. But the ordeal was a terrible
one, and many men fell at this point. Having passed this obstacle,
the force re-united, and halted under cover of some deserted buildings
near the Chuttar Munzil and Faratbaksh Palaces.
Darkness was now coming on. The rear guard, with the heavy
guns, the wounded, and the baggage, was behind, exposed to the
fury of the enemy. In a consultation with General Havelock, Sir
James Outram proposed that the force should occupy the Chuttar
Munzil for a few hours, to permit the junction with the rear guard.
The proposition showed judgment and prudence, for the Chuttar
Munzil was a strong position, easy to hold, and virtually communicated, by means of intervening palaces, with the Residency. Had
the suggestion been adopted, the safety of the rear guard would
have been assured, and the entrance into the Residency enclosure
could have been effected with comparatively little loss. But General
Havelock considered that the importance of letting the beleaguered
garrison know that succour was at hand outweighed every other
consideration. The troops, re-formed, accordingly pushed on. The
houses in Khas Bazaar were thronged with the enemy. As the men
approached the archway a tremendous fire opened upon them. Neill,
who was leading them, passed through the archway, then, suddenly
pulling up his horse, he directed his aide-de-camp, Gordon, to gallop
back and recall a half-battery which had taken a wrong road. He
remained there sitting on his horse, when a Sepoy, who had taken
post on the arch, discharged his musket at him over the parapet
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on its top. The bullet entered his head behind the left ear and
killed him. Thus fell one of the bravest and most determined
men in the British Army. He was a born warrior, very cool and
very keen-sighted. In a word he was a noble type of the northern
land that owned him. Though 57 years have elapsed since he fell,
his memory still lives alike in India and in England.
Undeterred by the loss they had sustained, the British troops
pressed on through the Khas Bazaar, fiercely assailed by a musketry
fire. Emerging from this, the sounds of cheering from the Residency
suddenly gladdened the ears of the Highlanders and their comrades.
Others of the advancing force, who had forced their way through
side streets, appeared on the scene almost immediately afterwards,
and took up the cheers most vociferously. Well, indeed might their
hearts swell within them. But they are not yet within the enclosure.
The night was dark, and before our troops could enter, it was necessary to make a way for them and for the guns. The displacement
of the impediments at the gate of the Baillie Guard which had so
long resisted the enemy's assaults caused some delay. But at last
they were removed, and many of the victorious troops entered.
Then ensued a scene which cannot better be told than in the words
of Capt. Wilson's diary:" At 4 p.m. report was made that some officers dressed in shooting
coats and solah hats, a regiment of Europeans in blue pantaloons
and shirts, and a bullock battery were seen near Mr. Martin's house,
and the Moti Mahal. At 5 p.m. volleys of musketry, rapidly growing
louder, were heard in the city. But soon the firing of a Mini6 ball
over our heads gave notice of the still nearer approach of our friends,
of whom as yet little or nothing had been seen, though the enemy
had been seen firing heavily on them from the roofs of the houses.
Five minutes later, and our troops were seen fighting their way through
one of the principal streets ; and though men fell at almost every
step, yet nothing could withstand the headlong gallantry of our
reinforcements. Once fairly seen all our doubts and fears regarding
them were ended: and then the garrison's long pent-up feelings of
anxiety and suspense burst forth in a succession of deafening cheers.
From every pit, trench, and battery, from behind the sandbags
piled on shattered houses, from every post still held by a few
gallant spirits, rose cheer on cheer. Even from the hospital many
of the wounded crawled forth to join in that glad shout of welcome
to those who had so bravely come to our assistance. It was a moment
never to be forgotten.
"Soon all the rear-guard and heavy guns were inside our
position; and then ensued a scene which baffles description.
For 87 days the Lucknow garrison had lived in utter ignorance
of all that had taken place outside.
Wives who had long
mourned their husbands as dead were restored to them. Others,
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fondly looking forward to glad meetings with those near and
dear to them, now for the first time learned that they were alone.
On all sides eager inquiries for relations and friends were made.
Alas ! in too many instances the answer was a painfulone. Such
an operation as the relief of Lucknown by so small a force could not
indeed be effected save at a heavy sacrifice of life. The actual loss
of the relieving force up to the 25th September inclusive, in killed
and wounded, amounted to 564 officers and men. This does not
include the casualties sustained by the rear guard up to the morning
of the 27 th amounting to 6i killed, and 77 missing. As the missing
were sick or wounded men, who had been intercepted or slain the
number of killed of the rear guard may be counted as I38. This
would raise the entire losses of the relief operation to 702 officers
and men. Amongst the former was Major Cooper, commanding the
Artillery Brigade. By his death the command of that brigade
devolved upon Major Eyre."
The force which had with such daring and persistent bravery
reached the beleaguered Residency discovered in a few hours that
they had reached that spot only to increase the number of the
garrison. Means of transport for the combined force were wanting,
and the force was not strong enough to escort the ladies and
children to Cawnpore. The result of the successful advance on
Lucknow was that more mouths required to be fed-more lodgment
had become necessary for the garrison. But to meet and overcome
such difficulties is one of the natural tasks of a real man. How
Sir James Outram who had resumed command on the 26th met
and conquered them will presently be described.
(To be continued).
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REVIEW.
LES ARMIEES FRANCAISE ET ALLEMANDE-LEUR
ARTILLERIE, LEUR FUSIL, LEUR MATERIEL.
By GENERAL M\AITROT.-(Berger-Levrault, Paris: Rue Des Beaux-Arts.
December, I9I4).
AN earlier edition of this little volume was published in I912; the
present edition was revised and brought up to date in January, I9I4.
The volume contains short descriptions of the weapons in the hands of
the French and German Armies; a comparison of their relative merits;
short dissertations on the employment of airships and aeroplanes in connection with military operations; and suggestions regarding the
distribution, etc., of meat rations to the French Army whilst on active
service.
The Riflc.-The author states that when the ballistic qualities of the
Lebel rifle-introduced into the French Army in I886-and the murderous effects of its fire became known, grave disquietude prevailed on
the eastern bank of the Rhine. This rifle was so superior to any
previously in use that no doubt existed as to how immense was the
advantage which the possession of this weapon gave France. However,
since then other nations have provided themselves with rifles equal in
value to the Lebel.
The rifle in the hands of the German soldier at the commencement
of the present war was a modified design (pattern 1898) of the Mauser
(pattern 1888); the cartridges can be inserted into its breech-piece
singly, or its magazine, capable of holding five cartridges, can be
charged from a strip pattern cartridge-holder. The old pattern bullet
consisted of lead coated with a nickel envelope; it weighed I47 grammes.
The old pattern cartridges propelled the bullet from this rifle with an
initial velocity of 600 metres per sec., substantially the same as that
obtained with the cartridges first in use with the Lebel. In 1903, the
Germans adopted a new cartridge; an improved propellant was used
and fired the so-called S type of bullet, consisting of lead with a softsteel pointed nose; this bullet weighed io grammes and was projected
from the rifle with an initial velocity of 800 metres per sec.
The Lebel rifle is provided with a tubular magazine constructed to
carry eight cartridges; so that the French soldier can fire nine rounds
consecutively without having to resort to hand loading. However, once
his magazine is emptied it takes so long to refill that it is doubtful
whether in the stress of an action the soldier will be able to recharge
the magazine, consequently he may find it more advantageous to load
and fire each round singly.
Although the magazine of the German
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rifle can only contain five rounds, on the other hand, it can be refilled
in practically as short a time as it takes to place a single round in the
Recently a new pattern cartridge has been introduced into
breech.
the French Army and fires the so-called D bullet, which is similar to
the German S bullet; the D bullet leaves the rifle with an initial
velocity of 700 metres per sec., but being heavier than the S bullet it is
still a dangerous projectile at ranges at which the German bullet is
ineffective.
The German rifle is lighter than the French one, it is more easily
loaded, it is provided with a simpler mechanism, but its ballistic properties are somewhat inferior to the Lebel.
In I9oo, the question of rearming the French infantry was very
seriously discussed; the weak points of the Lebel were:(a). The length of time taken to load the magazine.
(b). Excessively rapid deterioration of the barrel with use.
However, it was found that the defects were easily removable, and
by January, I9I4, necessary alterations had been made to 3,000,000
rifles in the hands of French troops, at a cost of 3,000,000 francs ; rearmament could not have been effected in less than two years and.
would have involved an expenditure of 800,000,000 francs.
Machine Guns.-The French machine gun is that known as the model
de Puteaux or de Saint fitienne, and is carried on pack animals; it
fires the Lebel rifle cartridge, being fed from a metal band. It was
intended that each infantry battalion shculd have one machine-gun
section (of two guns); an infantry regiment should therefore have
three machine-gun sections, however it was only those regiments which
were stationed on the frontier that had been supplied with this number
of sections, regiments stationed in the interior possessed only two
machine-gun sections. One machine-gun section was allotted to each
cavalry brigade; the author considers this insufficient and recommends
an increase to one section per cavalry regiment. The guns, in the latter
case, are mounted on small gun-carriages drawn by a team of four
horses; the gun detachments are mounted on horses.
The German machine gun is of the Maxim pattern; it fires the rifle
cartridge, fed into it from a canvas band. The barrel is water-cooled;
this is not the case with the French machine gun. Six machine guns
form a company; the guns are mounted on carriages drawn by a pair
of horses. One machine-gun company was to have been allotted to
each infantry regiment; 112 companies, i.e. one per brigade only had
been formed when this volume went to press. The establishment of a
machine-gun company is 4 officers, 83 N.C.O.'s and men, 26 horses,
6 guns, 3 ammunition wagons. The officers are mounted, the gun
detachments dismounted.
Machine-gun companies allotted to cavalry regiments have also
6 guns; the detachments in this case are carried on wagons.
It is claimed that the French organization is more supple than the
German one; pack animals can go almost anywhere and can be stealthily
led into localities which are impenetrable to wagons. Considered as
mere pieces of mechanism, the French and German weapons possess an
equal value; in each case the gun is capable of firing from 200 to 6oo
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rounds per minute. The Germans put great faith in their machine guns
and handle them adroitly.
Artillery.-It was early recognized that one of the causes which
contributed to the German success in 1870, was the superiority of their
field artillery over that of the French; since the conclusion of the last
Franco-German War, the French have made great progress in matters
of field artillery.
The author deals with this branch of the subject under the three
heads:-Light Field Guns; Heavy Field Guns; Stationary and Siege
Guns. He applies the term light field guns to those pieces which, by
reason of their moderate weight, can be drawn by 6 horses over almost
any kind of country ordinarily met with and at any pace at which troops
are accustomed to manceuvre; it applies to the French " 75 " gun and
the German " 77" gun and Io5-mm. howitzer-the latter being
scarcely heavier than the " 77 " gun.
A French Army Corps is provided with 120 light field guns. Since
October, I913, a German Army Corps has been provided with I44 light
field guns-54 "77"
guns and I8 Ios-mm. howitzers per infantry
division-and in addition it possesses some heavy pieces.
The superiority of the French " 75 " gun over the German " 77 " gun
is admitted by the Germans. The " 75 " gun however possesses three
defects:-(a). Its horizontal field of fire is too limited, so that moving
objectives easily escape.
(b). Its weight is considerable; the gun
harnessed, with three gunners on the limber, weighs 2,I25 kg. (nearly
420 cwt.).
(c). Its vertical field of fire is still more limited than its
horizontal field; it cannot therefore be used against aircraft.
Colonel Deport has invented a new gun known as the " canon a
grand champs de tir "; it possesses a horizontal field of fire covering
a sector of from 45 to 50 degrees, and a vertical field of fire represented
by an arc of from 50 to 70 degrees. It can not only change its objective
instantly but it can also turn its fire against aerial targets without
difficulty. It has the same calibre as the " 75 " gun, but it is lighter
than it, by some Ioo kg. The French Artillery Direction were not able
to adopt Deport's gun-mainly on practical grounds connected with the
training of the reservist gunners; however, the Italian Government was
permitted to make use of this invention. The author has sharp criticism
to offer regarding the policy adopted, which allowed a French invention
to pass into the possession of an adherent of the Triple Alliance.
The German IoS-mm. howitzer is the most modern piece ot artillery
in their possession; it fires at least five to six rounds per minute and
has a range of from 6,00o to 7,000 metres. Its projectile is in the nature
of a shrapnel weighing 14 kg. (about 31 Ibs.). The Germans have great
confidence in this howitzer and, late in I913, doubled the number of
pieces allotted to an army corps, each of which now has two brigades
of these howitzers. These pieces, in the author's opinion, far outmatch
the French " 75 " guns which, in spite of their shields, will not be able
to stand up to these howitzers.
The French possess no howitzers; designs were got out for one but
the matter was dropped suddenly owing to a discovery which enabled
the " 75 " gun to be used for high-angle fire without altering the charge.
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At the beginning of the war the only heavy field artillery possessed
by the French was the Rimailho gun. The calibre of this gun is 15'5 cm.;
it is capable of throwing a 40-kg. (about go-lb.) projectile to a distance
The
of 6,500 metres and requires two vehicles for its transport.
Rimailho gun was first experimented with at Chalons in Igo5 or g906
and, although great secrecy was observed at the trials, the Germans
somehow procured photographs and a description of the gun.
The German heavy field artillery consists of the I5-cm. howitzer,
Io'5-cm. gun and 2I-cm. mortar. These pieces are too heavy to be
moved rapidly over difficult ground. The I5-cm. howitzer is not provided
with shields; it can fire two to three rounds per minute and throws
a 40-kg. (about go-lb.) projectile to a distance of 7,400 metres (some say
6,5oo metres). The projectile is very murderous and breaks up into
some 700 fragments which, it is claimed, no gun shield can resist.
Sixteen of these heavy howitzers have been allotted to each army
corps, in addition to the I44 light field guns already mentioned. It
is proposed to give each army corps Io'5-cm. guns as well; these
guns are capable of throwing a I8-kg. (about 40-lb.) projectile to a
distan'ce of Io,5oo metres.
The Germans have organized mortar battalions consisting of two
batteries, each battery being armed with four 2i-cm. mortars. This
piece is capable of throwing a IIg-kg. (about 260-lb.) projectile to a disIt is intended that these battalions shall accomtance of 8,500 metres.
on the march, for use against " forts d'arrets."
artillery
pany the heavy
It was expected that the Germans would bring their heavy artillery
into action at the opening phase of a battle with the object of crushing
the French " 75" and Rimailho guns. As soon as they had effected
this purpose they would be in a position to turn their light artillery
against the French infantry without fear of molestation, owing to the
prior destruction of their enemy's artillery. The author urges that the
French Army should be provided, without delay, with a sufficient
number of pieces of equal power to the German heavy artillery. The
cost of giving effect to the proposal may be considerable, but it cannot,
lie thinks, prove so burdensome as would the indemnity of 25 milliards
of francs which the Germans would probably demand in the event of
their armies proving victorious in the next war.
In the matter of fortress and siege artillery, the German Army possesses a number of light siege parks; these are kept up in peace time
and have allotted to them pieces such as the i3-cm. gun and the 28-cm.
mortar; these pieces are heavier than those forming the heavy units
referred to. The light siege parks are intended to march with the field
armv; the Germans have realized that from the moment French
territory is entered their troops will have to deal, not only with " forts
d'arrets," but also with powerfully constructed works enclosing fortified
centres.
The 13-cm. gun and the 28-cm. mortar are the two most powerful
weapons in the hands of the German artillery. The I3-cm. gun is
capable of throwing a 30-kg. (about 66-lb.) projectile to a distance of
Little is known about the 28-cm. mortar; it is
I4,500 metres.
reported to be capable of effecting terrible execution.
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The most powerful siege gun in possession of the French Army is
the long 15'5-cm. gun which is capable of firing a 40-kg. (about qo-lb.)
projectile to a distance of 9,000 metres. The French artillery still had
two obsolete mortars on hand: the 22-cm. mortar firing a 98-kg. (about
2Io-lb.) projectile, maxinium range 5,400 metres; and the 27-cm.
mortar firing a 228-kg. (about 500-lb.) projectile, maximum range
7,000 metres.
The author considers that the Germans possess a considerable
superiority over the French in the matter of siege guns.
Ammunilition Supply.-The author examines the recorded experiences
of the Manchurian and Balkan Campaigns relating to the expenditure
of ammunition. In calculating ammunition requirements, the points
which must be taken into account, in addition to tactical considerations,
are the moral factors relating to the belligerent forces, such as their
energy, tenacity, courage, standard of instruction and training.
It is suggested that the experience of the Serbo-Bulgarian \Wa should
be employed as the basis for estimating the requirements for the next
Franco-German; due allowance should however be made to meet the
fact that the Germans will prove more redoubtable than did even the
Bulgars against the Serbs. The consumption of ammunition is likely
to be double or even treble that used by the Serbs; therefore as their
guns fired on an average I,ooo rounds per gun the French are recommended to provide, in peace time, 2,000 to 3,000 rounds per gun in
the service.
Meants of Transport.-The question which, last year, required most
serious consideration in France was that relating to the transport of
ammunition from railhead to the refilling points. The author examines,
in this chapter, the situation from the point of view of the number of
motor-vehicles in France which might be made utilizable for the transport of ammunition and supplies. The Minister for War last year took
steps to create a nucleus of military motor vehicles, and, on the Ist
February, I914, two military automobile centres were formed in France.
The number of motor vehicles in the possession of the military authorities were, however, insufficient to meet the whole of the needs of the
army, it is in consequence urged in this chapter that steps should be
taken early to make the necessary alterations to ordinary trade motor
vehicles, of which there were Ioo,ooo in France in I914, to adapt them
for military use. It is stated that Germany was already well provided
with military motor vehicles, and that Russia was also ahead of France
in this matter; 300 ammunition motor wagons having been purchased
for the Russian Army in I912 and I913, whilst a further credit was voted
in 1914 to add another 400 to the foregoing number.
The question of motor spirit and petrol is also dealt with, and as it
appeared improbable that horses could be obtained in sufficient numbers
to replace the services performed by motor vehicles, in the event of the
foreign sources of petrol and motor-spirit supply on which France relies
being cut off, the author strongly urges that early steps should be taken
to accumulate and store these commodities in France in sufficient quantities to meet the probable requirements of the. Army in the case of a
European war.
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Dirigibles and Aeroplanes.-France has put her faith in aeroplanes
alone and neglected dirigibles; this is considered to have been a
mistake on her part. Dirigibles and aeroplanes are held to be complementary to one another; the use of one does not exclude the use of
the other. Dirigibles exist for the purpose of undertaking strategical
reconnaissances, in which case great speed is less a desideratum than
great power of remaining in the air for a considerable time; aeroplanes,
on the other hand, are required for rapid tactical reconnaissances of the
field of battle; they are the engine of discovery and observation on
the battlefield. Dirigibles are practically safe at an altitude greater
than I,2oo metres against the fire of both the ordinary field gun and
of rifles, but where they can be brought under the fire of special antiaircraft artillery they are not safe at altitudes of less than 2,000 metres.
Dirigibles are classified as vedettes, scouts and cruisers in accordance
with their special functions; brief particulars relating to each of these
classes of airship are given.
Germany had, in I9I4, an aerial fleet of I8 dirigibles, 6 being Zeppelins, capacity I8,ooo to Ig,ooo cubic metres and capable of travelling
at a speed of 58 km. (about 36 miles) per hour; France possessed I5
dirigibles, one alone had a capacity exceeding Io,ooo cubic metres, the
average speed of these French airships was 48 km. (about 30 miles) per
hour. In the matter of aeroplanes, it is claimed, France had an advantage in numbers of machines and in the skill, science and boldness of
her aviators. Aeroplanes, when in flight, are less vulnerable than
dirigibles from artillery and rifle fire owing to the smaller target they
offer, as well as to their higher speed of travelling.
Comparison.-The French and German Armies are compared. The
morale of the German Army is admitted to be high; there was not an
officer or soldier who, before August, I9I4, was not confidently certain
that in a war between France and their country, success would be on
their side. The m1orale of the French soldier was as good as that of
the German soldier, but with this difference: the former did not hold
his possible adversary in the same contempt that the latter held the
French soldier. Neither army will enter the fray with any practical
experience of "la grande guerre "; however, many French soldiers
have taken part, in recent years, in Colonial warfare.
The qualities of the two armies are summed up thus:-The French
Army possesses resolution and elasticity in a high degree. The German
Army is grand, majestic, solemn, but sad, all initiative, all individuality
have been abolished from its ranks.
Meat Supply to Armiies it the Field.-The question is discussed under
four heads. Under the first of these heads, the " solution of to-day and
to-morrow " is discussed. The author recommends that abattoirs, one
per army corps, be constituted under central control at points from
I20 to I50 km. (about 75 to 95 miles)-i.e. about six hours' journey
by motor vehicle-in rear of the army. A park should be attached to
each abattoir to contain a herd of 200 head of cattle, thus providing
four days' meat rations for an army corps; one-fourth of this number
of animals would therefore be slaughtered and replaced daily. The
carcasses would have to be conveyed daily to refilling points by motor
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transport. This arrangement, it is recognized, is not perfect; among
its disadvantages are:.
I. The large personnel required to attend to the abattoirs.
2. The moving of the abattoirs would be a serious operation, not to
be carried out in a hurry.
3. The cost of the meat ration would be much enhanced.
4. The risk would be involved of a loss of the whole of the cattle in
a park should a single animal be introduced into it carrying the germs
of an epizootic disease.
Under the second head the " other solutions possible " are dealt with.
The chief difficulty in the case of the solution proposed under the preceding head is stated to be that connected with the animals herded in
the parks whilst awaiting slaughter. This difficulty, it is suggested, might
be partially overcome by reducing the number of beasts in the parks;
this could be rendered possible by substituting for a part of the freshmeat ration some kind of preserved meat.
The advantages and disadvantages, from the point of view of French
military requirements, of (a) salted meat, (b) frozen meat and (c) chilled
meat, as substitutes for a part of the fresh-meat ration, are discussed
and the conclusion is reached that the use of chilled meat would offer
the best solution, but it cannot be utilized in France owing to the fact,
first that suitable storage accommodation for the purpose does not exist
in the country, and secondly that there would not be a sufficient number
of suitable vehicles for its transport from the French ports to the troops
in the fighting line.
Under the third section a discovery of MI. Ch. Tellier, the so-called
"dehydrated " meat, is described, and it is urged that the adoption of
this kind of preserved meat for army rations would remove all present
difficulties. Its price is low and it possesses the advantage of retaining
its freshness for three months.
Under the fourth head is discussed the question of the amount of
meat which should be included in the soldier's daily ration; information
is given on the subject of the average quantity of meat per head consumed in different countries.
W. A. .. O'MEAR,A.
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